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DATA SOURCES DIVERSITY IN TECHNICAL OBJECTS STATE ASSESSMENT
WITH INFORMATION FUSION TECHNIQUES
Wojciech JAMROZIK
Silesian University of Technology, Department of Fundamentals of Machinery Design
44-100 Gliwice ul. Konarskiego 18a, tel (032) 237 10 63, fax (032) 237 13 60, wojciech.jamrozik@polsl.pl
Summary
The paper deals with a relationship between diversity of diagnostic signals sources and
efficiency of technical objects states assessment with use of classifier fusion techniques. There is
often stated that there should be some differences in sources of signals that are classified and
fused. The intuition tells that none or minimal improvement of classification rate is gained when
the diversity within the fused classifier set is low. To prove this thesis an active diagnostic
experiment was carried out. Diagnostic signals were generated on basis of the thermogram
sequences acquired during rotating machinery operation by two IR-cameras. Because in both
sequences regions of interests representing the same assemblies of the machine are present, it can
be assumed that there is hardware redundancy applied. With use of k-NN classifiers and fuzzy
integral and proportional conflict redistribution aggregation rules, the state of the machine is
possible to be assessed. The analysis of obtained results showed that there was no strong
relationship between the diversity of classifiers and the efficiency of state classification.
Keywords: machine diagnostics, termovision, classifier fusion.
RÓĩNORODNOĝû ħRÓDEà DANYCH W OKREĝLANIU STANU OBIEKTÓW
TECHNICZNYCH Z ZASTOSOWANIEM TECHNIK FUZJI INFORMACJI
Streszczenie
W artykule omówiono związek pomiĊdzy róĪnorodnoĞcią Ĩródeá sygnaáów diagnostycznych
a efektywnoĞcią oceny stanu technicznego maszyny z wykorzystaniem technik fuzji
klasyfikatorów. CzĊsto zasadne jest twierdzenie, Īe sygnaáy diagnostyczne powinny byü
pozyskiwane z róĪnorodnych Ĩródeá. Intuicyjnie moĪna przyjąü, Īe w przypadku wykorzystania
w procesie fuzji zbliĪonych klasyfikatorów, zwiĊkszenie sprawnoĞci klasyfikacji bĊdzie bliskie
zeru. W celu udowodnienia tej tezy przeprowadzono aktywny eksperyment diagnostyczny.
Sygnaáy diagnostyczne zostaáy pozyskane z sekwencji termogramów przedstawiających pracującą
maszynĊ wirnikową. Sygnaáy zarejestrowano z wykorzystaniem dwóch kamer termowizyjnych.
Klasyfikacji stanu maszyny dokonano przy uĪyciu klasyfikatora k najbliĪszych sąsiadów,
a w procesie fuzji klasyfikatorów wykorzystano caákĊ rozmytą oraz reguáĊ proporcjonalnej
redystrybucji konfliktów jako operatory agregacji. Analiza otrzymanych wyników pokazaáa, Īe nie
wystĊpuje silna relacja pomiĊdzy róĪnorodnoĞcią klasyfikatorów, a efektywnoĞcią oceny stanu
technicznego.
Sáowa kluczowe: diagnostyka maszyn, termowizja, fuzji informacji.
1. INTRODUCTION
In a process of technical object diagnosing
three main stages can be distinguished: fault
detection, localization and identification [2].
Nowadays, in diagnostic systems, tasks
mentioned above are realized with use of
various methods. In the case of objects with an
uncomplicated structure the application of
input-output models or the diagnostic signals
observation with use of limitation control (eg.
control of signals credibility, alarm bounds,
signals change rate and verification of binary
values) would be sufficient. For a group of more
complex objects, with strong interactions

between diagnostic signals, simple methods listed
above are ineffective. For this reason methods that
assure proper decision rate in diagnostic systems are
still examined.
Among many elaborated methods, there are two
widely used that could lead to increase of diagnostic
signal reliability. In the classifier fusion techniques
signals obtained with use of hardware or software
redundancy are often applied. Having multiple
diagnostic signals we can build many classifiers and
then combine them in order to increase classification
accuracy. The use of redundancy influence the
diversity of a single classifiers. The classifiers build on
a partially (or full) redundant data should result in
a low increase of the fused classifier accuracy in
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comparison to each member classifier accuracy.
This theoretical assumption is very intuitive. A
dependent set of classifiers may be either better
than the independent set or worse than the
single worst member of the classifier group. The
diversity can be both: harmful or beneficial [8].
In this study the influence of partially
redundant and depending diagnostic signals
used in classification on the machine technical
state assessment was investigated. First two
aggregation operators used in classifier fusion
were introduced and the diagnostic experiment
is described. Than the experimental result were
studied. In the final part of the paper
conclusions were presented.

g i1 ,  , g iL , are arranged
x Fuzzy densities,
correspondingly to the degree of the support vector.
x The first element in the fuzzy measure vector, g 1 ,

is set to g i1 .
x g t is calculated recursively, for t 1,  , L using
following equation:
g t g it  g t  1  Og it g t  1
(2)
where O is the unique real root ( ! 1 ) of the
polynomial:
L

O 1

 1  Og i ,

Oz0

(3)

i 1

2. CLASSIFIER FUSION
To combine (fuse) several individual
classifiers two main stages must take place:
x Classifier outputs should be adjusted,
x Adjusted outputs are aggregated with use of
the aggregation operator.
The adjustment is often performed on the
stage of calculation of degrees of a support,
evidences or other quantities that are used later
in the aggregation process. In the study two
aggregation operators were used. The first was
based on the fuzzy integral calculation. The
second one incorporates the proportional
conflict redistribution (PCR) rules in the frame
of Dezert-Smarandache theory of plausible and
paradoxical reasoning.

x The final degree of support, for the class Zk is
calculated with the following formula:
x

Pk x

L

max^min^d it ,k x , g t
i 1

DP x

 d1, j x
 d i, j x
 d L, j x

 d1, c x º
»
»
 d i ,c x »
»
»
 d L , c x »¼

(4)

which is called Sugeno fuzzy integral.
Classifiers
D1
Decision profile
DP(x)

1

Sorted vector for
class 1
Fuzzy measure

i

Di

Max

x

2.1. Fuzzy integral
The classifier outputs can be organised in a
decision profile as the following matrix [9]:
ª d1,1 x
« 
«
« d i ,1 x
«
« 
«d L ,1 x
¬

``

Class label

L

MIN-MAX fusion

DL
Sorting

Fig. 1. Fusion scheme with use of the
fuzzy integral [14]
2.2. Proportional Conflict Redistribution

(1)
The use of a fuzzy integral (FI) aggregation
operator measure allows measurement of the
“strength” not only for individual classifiers but
also for all subsets of classifiers that express
how good is the experts ensemble for given
input x. The process of combination is shown in
fig. 1, and can be described as follows:
x For a input x the sorting of k-th column of
DP(x) is performed, in order to obtain the
T
vector d i1,k x , d i1,k x ,  , d iL ,k x , where

>

@

d i1,k x is the highest degree of support and
d iL,k x is the lowest.

Proportional conflict redistribution takes place in
the framework of Dezert-Smarandache theory (DSmT)
of plausible and paradoxical reasoning [4]. The DSmT
has been developed to overcome several limitations of
Dempster-Shafer (DST) evidence theory [12], and can
be regarded as its generalization. In the DSmT possible
propositions of the same event are stored in the frame
of discernment 4 . The general basic belief assignment
(gbba) is a primitive of DSmT theory. Each of
evidence defines a mass function m, mapping the
power set 4 to the interval between 0 and 1.
Properties of mass assignment are as follows:
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0

¦m A

(5)

1

2.3. Support and mass function calculation

A24

A simple method for support/evidence calculation
on the basis of k-Nearest Neighbours classifier has
been introduced in [10]. Each classifier gives output in
the form of a class label (on the abstract level). To
obtain a class distribution a distance measure is used.
The distance is calculated from given sample x, to
number of known samples. Identification of k nearest
neighbours of the sample x is made irrespective to the
class label. From chosen k samples a vector ki with
samples belonging to the class Ci , i 1 M (M is the
number of classes) can be obtained. According to that
the degree of support and/or the mass function is
calculated [10]:

4

where 2 is the power set on which the gbba is
defined. The 2 4 is the set of all subsets
generated from 4 with union operator only. A
subset with none-zero mass is called a focal
element, and the value of m(A) represents the
degree of evidential support of exact set A. The
final aggregation of two or more belief
assignments can be realized with one of
proportional conflict redistribution rules. The
probably most sophisticated rule is PCR6,
defined by eq. (6) [5]:
mc X 

m PCR 6 X
M

M 1
§
¨
 mV j YV j
j 1
¨
M 1
¨
¨¨ mi X  ¦ mV j YV
j 1
©
i

¦ mi

2

X

M 1

i 1

¦

 YV

i k

 X {

k 1

YV i

1

,,YV i

M 1

 24

i

i

M 1

i

j

·
¸
¸
¸
¸¸
¹

(6)

M

¦  m j Yj

(7)

Y1 YM X j 1

The factor V i is a counter ( V i
to avoid situation when j i :
V i j
®
¯V i j

1,  , M ) used

j

if j  i

j 1

if j t i

(8)

Classifiers
D1
Decision profile
DP(x)

Constraints
Power set 2

Ĭ

1

Di

i

gbba for
all classes

Generalized
basic belief
assignment

Class label

Max
gbba

L

DL

(9)

¦kj
j 1

For each class the classification result and the class
distribution is obtained.

Fusion of classifiers required needed to investigate
the influence of the signal sources diversity on the final
decision about the machine technical state, demands
several preliminary operations consisted of:
x Gathering thermovision images.
x Processing images and estimation of diagnostic
signals.
x Classifying the machine technical state.
x Building a decision profile.
x Fusing obtained classifier outputs with use of
chosen methods.
3.1. Diagnostic signals evaluation

The process of combination with use of PCR6
rule is shown in fig. 2.

x

ki
M

3. DIAGNOSTIC EXPERIMENT

where mc is the conjunction rule defined as
follows:
mc X

m ^Ci `

PCR6

Fig. 2. Fusion scheme with use of the PCR6

In order to classify a machine technical state an
active diagnostic experiment was performed. The
laboratory stand consists of a model of rotating
machinery and (fig. 3) thermovision acquisition
system. Acquisition of thermograms was performed
with two IR cameras that differed in matrix resolution
(640x480 and 320x240). Cameras optical axes were
placed perpendicularly and parallel (with small
deviation) to the shaft. Thermograms were recorded
every 15 seconds by both cameras and exemplary ones
were presented in fig. 4 and fig. 5. In each thermogram
3 Regions of Interest (ROIs) were defined, representing
bearing housings and belt pulleys.
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images [3]. Sequences represented by six selected
ROIs were transformed into frequency domain with use
of 2D Fourier transform. For each considered
thermogram two Fourier images (F-images) of
magnitude and phase were calculated. In further studies
only magnitude F-images were taken into
consideration. Obtained F-images (fig. 6) were
estimated with use of Circular Fourier Power (CFP)
estimator, defined as follows [13]:
Fig. 3. View of the laboratory stand

r

CFP

The following technical states were simulated:
S1 – machine without faults (no load);
S2 – 30% load on the brake;
S3 – 50% load on the brake;
S4 – 70% load on the brake.
It is necessary to point that technical states
that differs only in the load value are very
similar and it is difficult to identify the weak
change on the basis of diagnostic signals
obtained by estimation of thermogram
sequences [11].
Diversity of signal sources was limited,
because data for diagnostic signals were
acquired with devices using the same physical
laws to measure spatial temperature distribution.
Regions R3 and R6 represented the same
bearing housing, thus some partial redundancy
was introduced into the acquired data set.

r

X D
2

¦
¦F
X D

x, y

(10)

1d x 2  y 2 d r

2

where: X, Y are F-image width and height in pixels, D –
diameter of the considered centralized circle of the Fimage in pixels, x=1,2,…,X, y=1,2,…,Y – pixel indexes
of image width and height respectively. In the research
the CFP feature was calculated only for the F-images
of amplitude. Parameter D was determined
experimentally during the previous research and was
fitted to obtain maximum classification efficiency [1].

Fig. 6. F-image and CFP diameter
3.2. Classification
R1

R2

R3

Fig. 4. Thermogram acquired by IR
camera 1, with marked ROIs

For the research purpose k-NN classifiers were
used. The neighbours number was set on 10 on the
basis of preliminary studies [1]. The classification
performances were computed using the leave-one-out
classifier error estimation method. In this method the
whole training set containing N elements was divided
into two subsets. First containing only one element is
the testing subset. The training subset incorporated N-1
elements. The training and testing process was
performed N-times. The classifier performance
measure was the relative number of misclassifications,
which was calculating using the following formula:

R4
err

R5

R6

Fig. 5. Thermogram acquired by IR
camera 2, with marked ROIs
Diagnostic signals must be determined
through estimation of acquired thermovision

Ne
N

(11)

where: N is the number of considered samples and Ne is
the number of misclassified samples. On the basis of an
error measure the classifier efficiency was determined
as:
eff

1  err  100%

(12)
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Fig. 7. Classification efficiency obtained for signals estimated for single ROI

IR camera 1

IR camera 2

IR camera 1 + IR camera 2

Fig. 8. Classification efficiency for various combinations of signals obtained for different ROIs
4. RESULTS
Basing on the classification scheme described in
the previous section the technical state classification
was performed. The first classification was made for
features obtained from individual ROIs. In fig. 7
obtained results were presented graphically. It can
be seen that for ROI marked as R1 maximal
classification rate, equal to 96% were procured. For
remaining ROIs the efficiency varieed from 34% for
R6 to 89% for R2. Generally results given by
classifiers trained with the data acquired by IR
camera 1 observing parallel the shaft (R1, R2 and
R3) were better than when dealing with data
acquired by the IR camera 2.
Results of state recognition obtained after the
classifier fusion with means of FI and DSmT were
gathered and presented in fig. 8. In all cases the
fusion of two classifiers was considered. Used
features were strong bounded with the selected ROI,
it can be revealed that when fused classifiers were
trained on features calculated for ROIs only slight
increase of recognition rate could be observed for
just one case (R5R6, eff = 96,5%) in comparison to
the best efficiency for an individual classifier. When
the fused classifiers were trained, on signals
estimated from ROIs selected from thermograms
acquired by different cameras, considerable increase
of classification efficiency can be observed.

Combinations of R2R6 and R1R5 led to the
accuracy rate of 100%. It also must be noticed that
overall classification efficiency was better as in the
case of fusing signals generated from ROIs placed
within one thermogram.
When analyzing results the special attention must
be drown to the case when features were calculated
for thermogarms acquired by various cameras but
representing the same bearing housing. For the
single classifier efficiencies obtained for features
calculated for ROIs R3 and R6 were equal 59% and
31% respectively. The aggregated efficiency of
features from both ROIs was higher as those for
single ones and is as high as 62% when the final
decision about the machine technical state was made
with use of the fuzzy integral aggregation operator,
and 87% in the case of PCR6 aggregation rule.
These values indicate that the fact that partial
hardware redundancy can lead to very good results,
even when single classifiers have fairly strong
support for misclassifications. Thus the diversity of
signal sources was not indispensible for proper
machine technical state assessment with use of the
classifier fusion techniques.
Another interesting matter is the influence of
weakest individual classifier on the result of
classifier fusion. The lowest classification accuracy
for single classifiers was 34% for R6. When signal
obtained for R6 was classified and then combined

8
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with output from other classifier trained by signal
calculated for ROI placed in thermogram acquired
by the second IR camera lowest accuracy was
almost twice as high as for the single R6 classifier.
Summarizing it can be stated that among tested
fusion methods the best results can be obtained with
use of the proportional conflict redistribution rules.
However, differences between methods can often be
omitted.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper the fusion of classifier trained on
features calculated for thermograms acquired by two
IR cameras in order to assess observed machine
technical state was presented. After performing a
number of experiments it can be stated that
dependency between data sources diversity and the
classification efficiency is not clear. The diversity is
not indispensible to observe increase of
classification accuracy rates, when individuals
classifiers are fused in order to made the decision
about the machine technical state.
Further investigations will survey the fusion of
classifiers trained on diverse data, e.g. thermograms
and vibration signals. Also analytical redundance
will be taken into consideration, e.g. calculating
multiple features from one thermogram, as the
training data for classifiers used in the fusion
process.
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OPTIMUM CHOICE OF SIGNALS’ FEATURES USED IN TOOTHED
GEARS’ DIAGNOSIS
àukasz JEDLIēSKI, Józef JONAK
Lublin University of Technology, Mechanical Faculty, Department of Machine Design
36 Nadbystrzycka Street, 20-618 Lublin, Poland
tel. +4881 53-84-499, email: l.jedlinski@pollub.pl, jonak@pollub.pl
Summary
The article proposes an algorithm to choose optimum diagnostic features used in toothed gears’
diagnosis. The test object is a single-bevel gear in the research area. From the gear in two technical
states there were collected vibration signals and eight features were calculated. Feature and
machine state correlation degree depends on the type of damage and analyzed object properties.
Some features are insensitive to particular damage or may transmit the same information. Signal
features choice is a crucial step which influences the final technical condition evaluation. With the
algorithm that automatically verifies features’ usability there were chosen four best correlated with
the technical condition of the object. Gear state classifiers were two neural networks, one formed
of four features and the other of all eight. The other one was set to check features’ choice
accuracy.
Keywords: bevel gear, feature selection, artificial neural network.
OPTYMALNY WYBÓR CECH SYGNAàÓW WYKORZYSTYWANYCH
W DIAGNOZOWANIU PRZEKàADNI ZĉBATYCH
Streszczenie
W artykule przedstawiono algorytm doboru optymalnych cech diagnostycznych uĪywanych
w diagnozowaniu przekáadni zĊbatych. Obiektem badaĔ byáa przekáadnia jednostopniowa
stoĪkowa badana na stanowisku badawczym. Z przekáadni w dwóch stanach technicznych
zarejestrowano sygnaáy drgaĔ i obliczono osiem cech. StopieĔ korelacji cechy ze stanem maszyny
zaleĪy od rodzaju uszkodzenia i wáaĞciwoĞci analizowanego obiektu. Niektóre cechy nie są czuáe
na dane uszkodzenie, lub mogą przekazywaü tĊ samą informacjĊ. Wybór cech sygnaáu jest
krytycznym krokiem, który ma wpáyw na ostateczny wynik oceny stanu technicznego Za pomocą
algorytmu, który w sposób automatyczny weryfikuje przydatnoĞü cech wybrano cztery najbardziej
skorelowane ze stanem technicznym obiektu. Klasyfikatorem stanu przekáadni byáy dwie sieci
neuronowe, pierwsza utworzona dla czterech cech a druga dla wszystkich oĞmiu. Druga sieü miaáa
na celu sprawdzenie poprawnoĞci wyboru cech.
Sáowa kluczowe: przekáadnia stoĪkowa, selekcja cech, sztuczne sieci neuronowe.
1. INTRODUCTION
Technical condition deduction especially in an
early stadium of damage development and noisy
vibroacoustic signals needs signal processing. There
are many methods used successfully. Among them
there are statistical methods, time and frequency
analyses such as Wigner-Ville distribution and short
time Fourier transformation, wavelet analysis,
bispectrum analysis, cepstrum. Statistical methods
are quite easy but effective method in machines’
technical condition evaluation. Many researchers
confirmed its effectiveness in toothed gears’
diagnosis [4, 8]. Most frequently used are time
features such as RMS, kurtosis, crest factor,
frequency features and features specially created for
toothed gears testing FM0, NA4, NB4 [6].
Numerous features (mentioned in literature there are

more than twenty [3, 10]) cause the diagnosing
person problems with tracing them and their
interpretation, especially when features’ trends are
inconsistent. Feature and machine state correlation
degree depends on the type of damage and analyzed
object properties. Some features are insensitive to
particular damage or may transmit the same
information. Signal features choice is a crucial step
which influences the final technical condition
evaluation [9].
Features selection may be done automatically.
Using different methods it is possible to get optimal
data fast and objectively. Combining statistical
methods with artificial intelligence we get a credible
and efficient tool to detect tooth gears’ damages. In
[1] using the time and frequency features there was
multi-bevel gears’ state diagnosed – the gears are
used in transportation in coal mine. Using the main
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PCA components analyze big redundancy of data
was confirmed and their size was reduced what built
up their usability in further technical condition
analyze. Yang [9] used time and frequency measures
which were used as an input data for the neural
network to evaluate the reliability of induction
motor. Reduction of the data size from thirteen to
three was obtained by using the features’ extraction
method [10]. Similar algorithm was used by Lei [3]
to choose more features sensitive to damages in
electric motor bearings. Artificial neural networks
and SVM (Support Vector Machine) method were
used do detect pitting by Samanta [5]. As an input
vibration signal features optimized with genetic
algorithms were used. In the problem of class
differentiation, where genetic algorithms were
classifiers, Zhu [11] used RIF (Relative Importance
Factor) method to detect less important to
classification process features. Removal of these
improved class identification.
To evaluate technical condition of the toothed
gear signal features which were the input data for the
neural network there were used in this work. There
were used time and frequency features together with
specially designed for gears’ diagnosis FM0, NB4,
frequently mentioned in NASA technical reports [2].
Neural network classified the gear state as „good” or
„bad”. Large number of features on input implicates
longer teaching and calculation time and bigger
number of cases. In addition to this, if the data is not
linked to the technical condition, state classification
error may rise. In consequence, to choose only
highly correlated with the gear technical condition
features the algorithm described in [3, 9] was used.
2. VIBRATIONS MEASUREMENT AND THE
TEST OBJECT
Test station was formed with two toothed gears,
electric motor, water brake and control measurement
instruments. Electric motor rotary speed was set
using the control unit which enables research with
different rotary speed. Additionally, the rotary speed
was raised using cylindrical wheel multiplier
mounted between the motor and the tested gear.
Brake load was changed in several ranges. Moment
transferred by shafts and clutches. The test object
was a single-bevel gear. The driving wheel had 19
teeth, and driven 42 teeth. Both input and output
shafts were propped by two rolling bearings.
Kinematical scheme of the gear is shown in
Fig. 1. The test object was New. In the test two pairs
of toothed wheels were tested, first pair had side
teeth surfaces damaged after trowelling, second pair
was undamaged.

Fig. 1. Kinematical scheme of the tested gear
The measurement system was forded from
a controller, National Instruments measurement
cards and two triaxal Bruel&Kjaer sensors. Sensors
location on the gear is show in Fig. 2. Sampling
frequency was 40 kHz. Presented figures are for the
maximum rotary speed of the input shaft equal 6196
rpm and load equal 34 % maximum load.
2

Y Driven wheel

Z

X
Pinion

Fig. 2. Sensors 1 and 2 location on the gear
3. FEATURES SELECTION ALGORITM
Eight features were calculated for presented
signals – three in time domain and five specially
created for gears’ diagnosis. Formulas for three first
features (kurtosis k, crest factor C and impulse factor
I) may be found in literature [2] and the other
measures in [2, 4, and 6].
Since many measures lengthens calculation time
and may cause limitations to neural network’s ability
to generalize algorithm presented in [3, 10] was used
to choose optimum features. The input data is threedimensional array Mc x C x J, where: J is a number
of signal features, Mc number of values for each of
the features and C number of object states. pm,c,j is
read as m value of j measure for c state of the object,
where: m=1,2,…,Mc; c=1,2,…,C; j=1,2,…,J. In this
work two states of the object are concerned (C=2)
for which eight features were calculated (J=8) with
two hundred twenty-nine values (Mc = 229).
Calculation method consists of following steps
[3, 9]:
Step (1)
Calculate average distance between particular
values of measures in the same state
M
1
(pm,c, j  pl,c, j )2 , l, m 1, 2, ..., M c
Dc, j
¦
M c u (M c  1) l,m 1
c
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Next, calculate average distance for C states of
the object
1 C
D (j w )
¦ Dc , j
C c1
Step (2)
Calculate V j( w ) according to the formula:
V j( w )

max( Dc , j )
min( Dc , j )

Step (3)
Calculate average distance for all values of
measures for the same state
1 Mc
ac , j
¦ pm,c , j
Mc m 1
Next, get the average distance between the
values for different states
C
1
D(b)
(ae, j  ac, j )2 , c,e 1, 2, ...,C
¦
j
C u (C  1) c,e 1
Step (4)
Calculate V j(b ) for the object in a different state
V j( b )

max(| a e , j  a c , j |)
min(| a e , j  a c , j |)

, c,e 1, 2,..., C

Step (5)
Calculate O j as below:
1

§ V j( w )
·
V j( b )
¨
¸

w
b
(
)
(
)
¨ max(V
max(V j ) ¸¹
j
©
Step (6)
)
Calculate the D(b)
and D (w
ratio and E j
j
j

Oj

Ej

Oj

D (b)
j
D (j w )

Next normalize Ej by maximum value and get
the evaluation criteria
Ej
Ej
max( E j )
Dividing Ej by the maximum value causes the
figures range 0 to 1. The closer to 1, the better this
feature reflects the object state. Choice can be made
using the criteria E j t P , where P is a chosen
threshold value for the features.
4. METHOD AND RESEARCH RESULTS
4.1.

Features choice

Figure 3 shows results of features’ sensitivity
evaluation according to the algorithm described
above. Assuming threshold equals 0.5 four features
were chosen: kurtosis, crest factor, impulse facto
rand NB4.
To verify features choice neural networks were
built for four chosen measures and all eight
measures.

Fig. 3. Measures’ sensitivity to damage evaluation
4.2.

Neural networks

To create neural networks Statistica packet was
used. Optimal networks were sought by Automatic
Network Seek. Two types of networks were taken
into consideration MLP and RBF. Different variants
of networks: formed by different neuron numbers in
the hidden layer, five hidden neuron activation and
output functions (linear, logistic, tanh, expotential,
and sinus). Best results for four features were
received for MLP network with one hidden layer
with nine neurons. Hidden neuron activation
function was linear and output softmax. For eight
features optima network is a MLP network with one
hidden layer with four neurons, linear activation
function and output logistic.
In version 8 of Statistica quality criteria
implicates neural usability. Quality is calculated for
teaching data, testing data and if there is such a set
validation data. For classification problem quality is
a relative number of cases successfully classified
(referred to the total number of cases) presented in
percentage terms [8].
5. RESULTS ANALYZE
Neural network was used to assign the gear state
to one of two classes. In table 1 there are results for
the data from the sensor 1, which was used in
teaching process, testing and network validation.
Testing data is used in the teaching process until the
teaching is finished so that the network does not lose
the ability to generalize when over taught. To check
network’s accuracy frequently third set of validation
data is used - not used before in the teaching process
so the validation quality is used to evaluate neural
network. In case of the network formed for four
features validation quality was 98.5 % and for eight
variables on the input 89.7 %. Limiting features
number by half caused nearly 9 % rise in gear state
classification accuracy.
Table 1. Research results for data from sensor 1
No.
1
2

Number
of
features
4
8

Network
type
MLP 4-9-2
MLP 8-4-2

Teaching
quality
[%]
96,27
81,99

Testing
quality
[%]
97,06
94,12

Validation
quality
[%]
98,53
89,70
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Networks were checked also for the data from
the other vibration sensor. In the network
implementation mode after the addition of output
variable there is only available quality testing
(different meaning than when network teaching). For
networks with four variables on the input testing
quality was 100 %, when for eight variables 44.3 %
(table 2).
Table 2. Research results for data from sensor 2
No.

Number
of
features

Network
type

Testing
quality
[%]

1
2

4
8

MLP 4-9-2
MLP 8-4-2

100,00
44,32

6. SUMMARY
Using statistical methods in machines’ diagnosis
problem of too many signal features may arise. It
may cause limited accuracy in state evaluation and
lengthen the calculation time. Automatic choice of
adequate features accelerates the process of creating
a diagnostic system and for a researcher with little
experience is a great help.
One of the basic applications of neural networks
is classification. Crucial stage deciding on the
correct network operation is relevant data choice
(variables) reflecting appropriate classes. Frequently
the quantity of data is not too big and the more
variables are used in the teaching process the more
cases are needed.
To detect the toothed wheel damages statistical
methods were used in connection with neural
networks. To improve the evaluation accuracy only
features well correlated with the device chosen by
the features’ selection algorithm were used. Limiting
the number of features from eight to four improved
the classification accuracy by almost 9% to equal
98.5%. However, in both cases the results were
satisfying. In contrast to this were the results for the
data from sensor 2. The neural network in
implementation mode for four features 100 %
distinguished the gears’ states when for eight
features quality was 44, 3 % which is not a
satisfying result.
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Summary
Scissor-AVLB type bridges are subject of studies presented in a paper. The bridge span is
extended automatically by means of a mechanical bridge-laying gear carried together with bridge
sections on a self-propelled chassis. The single-span scissors-type BLG (a manufacturer's
designation) bridge length available is up to 20m and the load bearing capacity is of 500kN. In
connection to the BLG bridge modernization (bridge deck widening), there arose the need to
conduct basic engineering analyses in order to verify the structure’s correctness. Some aspects of
an experimental test of the single-span scissors-type BLG bridge operation were presented.
Displacements and strains in particular sections of the structure were measured during field tests
with different load modes. Results of load tests performed on a modernized BLG bridge structure
made it possible to verify the correctness of the BLG numerical models.
Keywords: modernized AVLB scissors-type bridge, load tests.
BADANIA POLIGONOWE MOSTU TOWARZYSZĄCEGO TYPU NOĩYCOWEGO
Streszczenie
Przedmiotem badaĔ przedstawionych w pracy jest most noĪycowy AVLB. PrzĊsáo mostu
noĪycowego rozkáadane jest automatycznie za pomocą ukáadacza mechanicznego
transportowanego razem ze záoĪonym przĊsáem mostu na podwoziu gąsienicowym. DáugoĞü
pojedynczego przĊsáa mostu noĪycowego wynosi 20m, a noĞnoĞü 500kN. W związku
z modernizacją mostu BLG (poszerzenie pasa jezdni) powstaáa potrzeba przeprowadzenia
podstawowych analiz inĪynierskich w celu zweryfikowania poprawnoĞci konstrukcji. W pracy
omówiono próby poligonowe pojedynczego przĊsáa mostu BLG. Podczas badaĔ poligonowych
zmierzono przemieszczenia i odksztaácenia mostu poddanego dziaáaniu róĪnych wariantów
obciąĪeĔ. Wyniki prób obciąĪeniowych umoĪliwiáy weryfikacjĊ poprawnoĞci modeli
numerycznych mostu BLG.
Sáowa kluczowe: modernizowany most towarzyszący typu noĪycowego, próby obciąĪeniowe.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scissor-AVLB type bridges are subject of studies
presented in a paper. These bridges are characterized
by high mobility and modular structure [1, 5, 7, 8].
Single module-span consists of two spanning parts
of the bridge; two main trucks and support structure
joined with a coupling pin. The bridge span is
extended automatically by means of a mechanical
bridge-laying gear carried together with bridge
sections on a self-propelled chassis. The single-span
scissors-type BLG (a manufacturer's designation)
bridge length available is up to 20m and the load
bearing capacity is of 500kN. The bridges offer
obstacle/gap-crossing capability to tracked and
wheeled vehicles [1, 4].
In connection to the BLG-67 bridge
modernization (bridge deck widening), there arose
the need to conduct basic engineering analyses in
order to verify the structure’s correctness.
Considering the fact that the structure of a BLG

bridge is a typical thin-walled one of a complex
internal structure, innovative engineering systems
(CAD/CAE) were implemented in analyses [2, 3, 6].
Some aspects of an experimental test of the
single-span scissors-type BLG bridge operation were
presented here. Displacements and strains in
particular sections of the structure were measured
during field tests with different load modes.
2. I STAGE OF THE FIELD TEST –
MEASUREMENTS OF DISPLACEMENTS
Field tests on an actual structure of a BLG
scissors-type bridge were performed in Military
Engineering Works. A fully efficient BLG bridge
that underwent a general overhaul in Military
Engineering Works was used for that purpose (see
Fig. 1). The bridge was deployed to a crossing
position on a test stand intended for tests and
examinations of bridge structures that are repaired,
modernized and produced in Military Engineering
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Works. The test stand in the form of a dry pool with
concrete abutments located on the premises of
Military Engineering Works is illustrated in Fig. 1.

displacement of the center of gravity of the vehicle
that crosses the bridge relative to the longitudinal
axis of the bridge.

Fig. 1. a) A view of the tested BLG bridge
during the deployment process,
b) BLG tracked carrying chassis without the
transported span during the load test,
c) A schematic of the location of the contact
between caterpillar tracks and the bridge span
at the point where the vehicle had stopped
Prior to beginning actual load tests on a span of
the BLG bridge, a test drive of a BLG tracked
carrying chassis onto the bridge span laid on
concrete pool abutments was realized (see Fig. 1, 2).
The purpose of the operation was to initially locate
metal anchorages built at the bottom of the
abutments of the bridge girders on pool edges under
the influence of an external load. Once the
chassis/carrier had left the bridge span, there was
performed a calibration of the measuring apparatus
that corresponded with the state of being loaded only
by the deadweight of the span structure.
Subsequently, load tests on the BLG span were
performed. A BLG tracked carrying chassis without
the transported span constituted load in this test. A
vehicle in such a configuration, which is presented
in Fig. 1b), has a mass of 33.3 tons.
Displacements were measured by means of
mechanical indicators located in the section that
corresponded to the half-length of the bridge, and by
means of potentiometric indicators located in the
selected section of girder ( see Fig. 2).
In addition to span bending, there simultaneously
occurred girders’ torsion both during a normal
operation of the scissors-type bridge and a load test
conducted on the test stand. The presence of an
additional load in the transverse plane of the tested
structure is the consequence of the eccentricity of
the external load which occurs as a result of the

Fig. 2. a) A view of the location of potentiometric
indicators used for measuring displacements,
b) A schematic that interprets the location of
indicators on the right girder of the bridge, c)
Diagram of vertical displacements vs. time recorded
during load test
The above-described measurement of the
deflection alone by means of mechanical indicators
makes it possible to assess the operation of the
bridge in the plane of longitudinal bending but is
insufficient to estimate the torsion of the structure’s
members which results from imprecise driving of the
vehicle across the bridge and the occurrence of the
eccentricity of the external load.
In order to gather sufficient data and prepare a
more complete description of the deformations, four
potentiometric indicators (two indicators per each
girder/deck of the tested bridge) were additionally
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used. A schematic of the location of the
potentiometric indicators on the right girder as well
as the view of them on an actual object is presented
in the schematic in Fig 2b) and the photograph
shown in Fig 2a)
Since indicators were placed on both sides of the
girder, the difference between vertical displacements
recorded with the use of them will make it possible
to assess the torsional deformation of the girder in
the analyzed section accurately. It will allow a more
precise interpretation and assessment of the
correctness of the results of simulations obtained
with the use of the numerical model and the actual
BLG bridge structure.
Displacement values measured by means of
particular potentiometric indicators were recorded
while the tracked chassis was driving across the
bridge. Displacements process in the function of the
duration of load action on the bridge is shown in
diagram presented in Fig. 2c).
The maximum deflection value was recorded for
the right span and was equal to 94mm in the
analyzed section. The value the reading of which
was taken from the scale of the mechanical indicator
for the right girder was 95mm. For the left girder,
the maximum deflection value measured by means
of the mechanical indicator was 87mm and was
equal to the value recorded with the use of
potentiometric indicators.
3. II STAGE OF THE FIELD TEST –
MEASUREMENTS OF STRAINS
Electro-resistant extensometers were used for
measuring strains. Extensometers were stuck up on
two sections selected on the basis of the assessment
of failures that occurred in the process of bridge
operations (see Fig. 3).
EA-06-060LZ-120/E electro-resistant extensometers
and
EA-06-060RZ-120/E
rosettes
manufactured by Measurements Group Vishay were
used for measuring deformations. Measurement
signals were recorded by means of an ESAM
Traveller EPP Plus extensometric bridge
manufactured by ESA-Meßtechnik GmbH as well as
a computer with a specialist software for
extensometric measurements (Fig. 3a).
Extensometers were stuck up on two sections
selected on the basis of the assessment of failures
that occurred in the process of bridge operation.
Locations of sections are illustrated in figure 3. The
section A and B ( see Fig. 3b) is located between the
4th and the 5th bulkhead of the girder. In the
aforementioned area, there were recorded cracks in
the structure that appeared during the bridge
operation.
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Fig. 3. a) Measuring position used in load test of
the AVLB-bridge, b) A schematic of the locations
of sections on the left and the right girders, in
which deformations were recorded,
c) A schematic that illustrates the locations of
extensometers No. 4, 5 on the bottom strips of the
right bridge girders
Extensometers were stuck up on symmetrically
located sections for the right and the left bridge
birders. Strain values were measured simultaneously
in 16 points during load tests.
Stress values determined on the basis of the
results of measurements the readings of which were
taken once the vehicle had stopped at the mid-length
of the bridge were 187MPa for extensometer No. 4
and 129MPa for extensometer No. 5. Stress values
obtained from numerical analyses were 175MPa and
141MPa for extensometers No. 4 and 5 respectively.
Relative differences between the aforementioned
stress values were 7% for extensometer No. 4, which
was located on the outer strengthening strip, and
8.5% for extensometer No. 5. Table 1 contains
correlated normal stress values obtained from the
numerical analysis and determined on the basis of
the values of deformations recorded during
extensometric tests. Relative differences between the
aforementioned values are also given in the table.

Extensometer Experiment FEM
No.
[MPa]
[MPa]
4
187
175
5

129

141

Table 1
Difference
[%]
7
8.5

Exemplary stress curves determined on the basis
of the results of measurements recorded by
extensometers No. 4 and 5 (section A) are presented
in Figure 4.
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SIMULATION VERIFICATION OF DAMAGE DETECTION ALGORYTHM
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Summary
A modal filter is an excellent indicator of damage detection, with such advantages as low
computational effort due to data reduction, ease of automation and low sensitivity to
environmental changes [4,5]. However to apply it in a real SHM system, it first needs to be
extensively tested to verify its sensitivity to damage location, inaccuracy of sensor location in the
consecutive experiments, measurements noise as well as changes in ambient conditions, such as
temperature and humidity. This paper presents the results of numerical simulations that test the
sensitivity of the modal filter based damage detection method to the factors listed above. For this
purpose three numerical models of the physical systems were created and applied.
Keywords: modal filter, damage detection, ambient conditions.
WERYFIKACJA SYMULACYJNA ALGORYTMU WYKRYWANIA USZKODZEē
Streszczenie
Filtr modalny jest bardzo dobrym wskaĨnikiem wykrywającym uszkodzenie, posiadającym
takie zalety jak niewielkie wymagania obliczeniowe, áatwoĞü automatyzacji procedury i niska
wraĪliwoĞü na zmiany warunków zewnĊtrznych [4,5]. JednakĪe, aby zastosowaü go
w rzeczywistym ukáadzie monitoringu musi najpierw przejĞü szczegóáowe badania symulacyjne
w celu weryfikacji jego wraĪliwoĞci na takie czynniki jak lokalizacjĊ uszkodzenia, niedokáadnoĞü
umieszczania czujników w kolejnych pomiarach, zakáócenia toru pomiarowego oraz zmiany
warunków otoczenia takich jak temperatura i wilgotnoĞü. W pracy tej przedstawiono wyniki
weryfikacji symulacyjnej, sprawdzającej wpáyw powyĪszych czynników na wyniki filtracji
modalnej. W tym celu sporządzone zostaáy i zastosowane trzy modele numeryczne.
Sáowa kluczowe: filtr modalny, wykrywanie uszkodzeĔ, warunki otoczenia.

1. INTRODUCTION
A modal filter is a tool used to extract the modal
coordinates of each individual mode from a system's
output [2, 3]. It decomposes the system's responses
into modal coordinates, and thus, on the output of
the filter, the frequency response with only one
peak, corresponding to the natural frequency to
which the filter was tuned, can be obtained. Very
interesting way of using modal filtering to structural
health monitoring was presented by Deraemaeker
and Preumont in 2006 [4] Frequency response
function of an object filtered with a modal filter has
only one peak corresponding to the natural
frequency to which the filter is tuned. When a local
change occurs in the object – in stiffness or in mass
(this mainly happens when damage in the object
arises), the filter stops working and on the output
characteristic other peaks start to appear,
corresponding to other, not perfectly filtered natural
frequencies. On the other hand, global change of
entire stiffness or mass matrix (due to changes in
ambient temperature or humidity) does not corrupt
the filter and the filtered characteristic has still one

peak but slightly moved in the frequency domain.
The method apart from the earlier mentioned
advantages, which results from its low sensitivity to
environmental
conditions
has
very
low
computational cost, and can operate in autonomous
regime. Only the final data interpretation could be
left to the personnel. This interpretation is anyhow
not difficult and it does not require much experience.
Another advantage of the method results from the
fact that it can operate on the output only data.
Method described above was in 2008 extended to
damage localization by K. Mendrok [5]. The idea for
extension of the method by adding damage
localization, bases on the fact, that damage, in most
of the cases, disturbs the mode shapes only locally.
That is why many methods of damage localization
use mode shapes as an input data. It is then possible
to divide an object into areas measured with use of
several sensors and build separate modal filters for
data coming from these sensors only. In areas
without damage, the shape of modes does not
change and modal filter keeps working – no
additional peaks on the filter output. When group of
sensors placed near the damage is considered, mode
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shape is disturb locally due to damage and modal
filter does not filters perfectly characteristics
measured by these sensors.
Because the method looks promising it can be
applied in a real SHM system, however it first needs
to be extensively tested to verify its sensitivity to
damage location, inaccuracy of sensor location in
the consecutive experiments, measurement noise as
well as changes in ambient conditions, such as
temperature and humidity.
2. MODELS USED FOR SIMULATIONS
As stated above, three different models of the
physical systems were created for the verification
procedure. All the models were created using the
finite element methodology. The first model was
used to verify its sensitivity to damage location,
inaccuracy of the sensors' location in the consecutive
experiments and the noise of the measured
characteristics. The FEM model was created directly
using MSC.Patran 2008 R1 software. It represents a
steel beam with dimensions of 20 x 4 x 1 m
supported at its free ends. It was modeled with
69,000 solid elements and 68,500 nodes. Such a
dense mesh was required for tests on the inaccuracy
of the sensor location. For the influence of damage
location analysis, 4 cracks were modeled as
discontinuity of a finite element mesh in different
locations on the beam. For the purpose of further
analyses, the following normal mode analysis
scenarios were considered: beam without crack
(reference state), beam with crack numbers 1, 2, 3,
and 4 consecutively. In Figure 1 the locations of the
cracks are presented.

Fig. 1. Cracks in the beam model
The second model used for analysis was a metal
frame and is presented in Figure 2. The model had a
complex geometrical shape, was non-homogeneous
(steel - aluminum), had realistic boundary conditions
and thermal expansion was included. The main goal
of this simulation was to investigate the influence of
different temperature loads on the modal filtration
and to compare it with the effect of damage. It was
also modeled in MSC.Patran and meshed with
10,000 hex-8 elements (the number of nodes approximately 14,000).

Fig. 2. 3D model of the frame
In order to investigate the behavior of a damaged
frame, a horizontal beam crack was modeled as node
disconnectivity. There were two crack stadiums 5% and 10% of the cross-section area. The material
properties applied to the model are listed in Table 1.
Table. 1. Material properties selected for simulation

Young
modulus
[MPa]
Poisson’s ratio
Density [g/cm3]
Thermal
expansion
coefficient [1/K]
Thermal conductivity
[W/m*K]
Specific heat capacity
[J/kg*K]

Steel
(20°C)

Aluminum
(20°C)

2.1*105

0.69*105

0.3
7.85

0.33
2.71

1.5*10-5

2.35*10-5

47

193

420

880

Because the Young modulus varies with
temperature,
temperature-dependent
material
properties were applied. The material properties of
aluminum were applied only to the horizontal beam.
To take into account temperature-dependent material
properties, each design scenario was carried out in
two sub-stages; first – coupled mechanical-thermal
analysis to obtain the temperature distribution,
second – normal mode analysis. The following cases
were analyzed: frame without crack – ambient
temperature 20 °C (reference state), frame with 10%
crack on upper beam, frame without crack – ambient
temperature 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 0 and -50 °C, frame
without crack – upper beam heating (30 s) with 50
°C, frame without crack – local heating of the right
vertical bar (30 s) with 50 °C.
The last model of a railway bridge used for the
analysis of the damage detection procedure
effectiveness was developed for two reasons. Firstly,
to examine how the ambient humidity can disturb
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the procedure, and secondly, to verify how it will
work for such a complex structure. The CAD model
was based on documentation of a real structure. The
bridge is 27 meters long and consists of steel
(beams, barriers, rails, and reinforcement of main
plate), concrete (main plate and pavements), soil and
wood (sleepers) elements. The CAD model is shown
in Figure 3. Afterwards, based on the CAD model, a
FEM model was built in MSC.Patran. This consists
of approximately 28,500 elements and 30,500 nodes.
Solid, shell and beam elements were used in the
model. The FEM model is shown in Figure 2b.
There were three cracks introduced in the model.
The first and second are vertical cracks in the web,
the third is a flange crack. Crack localization was
based on linear-static stress analysis. The crack was
modeled as discontinuity of the finite element mesh.
Localization of the cracks is shown in Figure 4.
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3. TESTING PROCEDURE
To test the influence of the factors listed in
previous sections on the modal filter based damage
detection procedure, the following operations were
conducted. Firstly, the frequency response functions
(FRFs) synthesis was performed for the models in
reference states. The characteristics were
synthesized for selected nodes of the models which
simulated virtual measuring sensors with use of the
following equation [6]:
H ij ( jZ )

n

2  j  Z r  Iir  I jr

r 1

Zr 2  Z 2

¦

(1)

where: Zr – r-th natural frequency,
Iir – i-th element of r-th modal vector
Based on the reference modal model and
synthesized FRFs of the reference systems, the
reciprocal modal vectors were calculated – modal
filter coefficients. With use of these coefficients, sets
of FRFs for the reference states and for consecutive
derogations from these states were filtered. For the
obtained results, damage index values were
calculated according to the formula [7]:
Zf

³x
Z

i

DI 4

2

Z  xref Z dZ

(2)

s

Zf

³x

ref

Z 2 dZ

Zs

Fig. 3. CAD model of the bridge

where: Zs, Zf – starting and closing frequency of
the analyzed band,
xi, xref – characteristic in the current and
reference state respectively..
The damage index was calculated only for
frequency regions, which are the direct
neighborhood of the model's natural frequencies,
except the one to which the modal filter was tuned.
The bandwidth of the consecutive frequency
intervals was established at 5 Hz.
4. RESULTS OF ANALYSES

Fig. 4. FE mesh of the bridge model
with cracks localization
To take into account the influence of moisture,
different material densities were used. Dependent on
the analysis, material densities were appropriately
adjusted. The following normal mode analysis
scenarios were considered: bridge without crack –
dry (reference state), bridge without crack – moist,
bridge without crack – wet, bridge with crack
numbers 1, 2, and 3 consecutively.

In this section the results of analyses will be
presented. Due to the small amount of space
available for the paper, no plots of modally filtered
characteristics will be shown. The damage index
values are presented only for the modal filter tuned
to the mode shapes for which the indication of the
modeled crack was the best.
In the first stage of simulation, the influence of
the damage location on its detectability was
examined. In the beam model 4 cracks were
introduced at different locations (see Fig. 1). The
size of each crack amounted to 5 % of the beam's
cross-section area. In addition, in this section the
authors checked which natural frequency the modal
filter should be tuned to, in order to best detect the
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expected damage. In Table 2, the maximal values of
the damage index calculated for the consecutive
damages are presented, together with information
about the natural frequency to which the modal filter
was tuned. In Figure 5 results of modal filtration
performed for this simulation are presented. of
damage is subjected to the largest deformation.
Table 2. Damage index for different damage
locations
No. of Damage

Max Value of
DI
3.5
13.5
12
810

1
2
3
4

No. of MF
7
5
1
1

FRFs for selected nodes filtered with modal filter set to MS no. 1
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Cracks 1 and 2, the highest damage index values
were noted for filters tuned to Natural Frequencies 4,
7, 9 and 10, with a clear dominance of Natural
Frequency 7. These frequencies correspond to
torsional modes and higher bending modes. Cracks 3
and 4 are definitely best detected by Modal Filter 1
(tuned to Natural Frequency 1) - by far the highest
amplitude of vibration in the fracture region. From
the conducted analyses, it can be concluded that the
detection of cracks should be performed with use of
a filter which is set to the mode in which the region.
To carry out the next verification test, it was
assumed that in the consecutive measurements the
sensors are slightly shifted against the reference
position. The values of these shifts were defined as
1.5%, 1% and 0.5% of the beam length. It was
assumed that the sensor position error can be
committed only along the X axis - to the right or the
left and that, in a single measurement, sensors will
be positioned with a constant error value (e.g. 1%).
Taking 8 virtual sensors, there were 256
combinations to analyze for each considered value
of inaccuracy. Modal filtering errors for all cases at
the same assumed sensor shift value were at a
similar level and the highest values were achieved
by Modal Filter 1. In Figure 6 results of modal
filtration are shown. For presentation in Table 3, the
worst cases were chosen, that is, those where the
accuracy of modal filtering was the worst. These
results were compared with Damage 4.
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Table 3. Damage index for incorrect sensors location
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Max Value of DI
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890
2480
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Fig. 5. Results of modal filtration tor different
crack locations – modal filter set to natural
frequency no.1 and 7
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Best detectable damage is Crack 4 – in the
middle of the beam, along the short side. The large
difference in the damage index value between Crack
4 and the others results from the method of the
damage index calculation – the square of the
characteristics' difference is considered (1). The far
worse results obtained for Damage 3 arise from the
fact that it is much shallower than No. 4 (constant
area with a much greater width). This is confirmed
by the fact that among Cracks 1 and 2 the deeper one
also gives higher values of the damage index. For
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Fig. 6. Results of modal filtration tor incorrect
sensors location – modal filter set to natural
frequency no.1
The calculated values of the damage index
confirm the significant impact of damage to the
accuracy of the sensor location in the subsequent
measurements on the results of modal filtration, and
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thus the effectiveness of the method. In the case of
the analyzed beam, the smallest sensor shift gives a
comparable value of the index to 5% crack at the
point where it is easiest to detect. The obtained
results allow the following conclusions to be
formulated:
- since the method depends on the mode shape, it
requires high repeatability for the location of
sensors, and therefore it is recommended for systems
where a network of sensors is permanently attached
to the object - a classic SHM system,
- if the method is used as an NDT technique,
attention should be paid to the repeatable placement
of sensors. Additionally, the level of damage that
could be detected in this way should be raised to
about 10% in order to avoid false alarms.
In the third stage of the simulation study, the
impact of noise on the modal filtration results was
tested. The simulations will test the influence of
interference generated by the measuring equipment
on the modal filtering errors. Considering the
characteristics of the sensors, their attachment
(character - not location), as well as disruptions in
wires and recording devices, the signal to noise ratio
for the entire measurement path is set at 40 dB,
which corresponds to the noise of 0.01% recorded
signal amplitude. To ensure a large enough margin
error, it was decided to introduce noise of a normal
distribution, zero mean and amplitude of 5% of
noised characteristics. Results of modal filtration for
this case are shown in Figure 7. In Table 4, the
values of the damage index for the noised
characteristics and Crack 1 were compared, both for
Modal Filter 7.
Table 4. Damage index for noisy data
Simulation Scenario
Damage no. 1
5 % Noise on the Data

Max Value of DI
3.5
0.39

FRFs for selected nodes filtered with modal filter set to MS no. 7
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Fig. 7. Results of modal filtration tor noisy data
– modal filter set to natural frequency no.7
On the basis of this part of the simulations, it can
be concluded that the noise associated with the
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measuring path does not affect the operation of the
proposed method of damage detection
One of the most important issues in the analysis
of damage detection method properties is their
sensitivity to changes in external conditions,
especially ambient temperature. Therefore, it was
decided to carry out extensive simulation studies
devoted to the influence of ambient temperature
changes on the results of the modal filtration. The
tests were performed for various values of ambient
temperature where the entire object had the same
temperature as the environment, and for two special
cases. The first one reflects the situation where the
sun heats one of the parts of the object, while the
others remain in the shade or are additionally cooled
by their proximity to the river. In this scenario, the
simulated model was heated from above at the time,
which prevented its total warming. The second
special case is the situation where the temperature
changes only in one fragment of an object as the
result of some artificial source of heat. In Figure 8
results of modal filtration performed for this
simulation are presented. Table 5 shows the damage
index values collected for all changes in temperature
as well as for the damage of 5% and 10%. In all
cases the modal filter was tuned to Natural
Frequency 2.
Table 5. Damage index for temperature changes
Simulation Scenario
Damage 5 %
Damage 10 %
Ambient Temp. 25 OC
Ambient Temp. 30 OC
Ambient Temp. 35 OC
Ambient Temp. 40 OC
Ambient Temp. 50 OC
Ambient Temp. 0 OC
Ambient Temp. -50 OC
Upper Heating 50 OC
Local Heating of the
Right Bar 50 °C

Max Value of DI
5.8 x 106
3.6 x 108
2.7 x 105
9.2 x 105
2.5 x 107
15.6 x 107
1.9 x 108
8.8 x 106
2.3 x 109
4.5 x 107
5.7 x 109

After analysis of the damage index values, it can
be seen that the impact of 5% damage is greater than
a temperature change of 5 OC. However, if one
wants to use the method for a wider ambient
temperature range, it is suggested some kind of
modal filter bank should be built. In such a bank,
one would have the reference model of the system
identified for various ambient temperatures. In order
to decide on the bank of filters designated for every
10 OC, it is recommended to increase the minimum
size of recognizable damage to about 10%. The
damage index calculated for such damage is higher
than the value of the difference in temperatures
reaching up to 30 OC. In addition, the heating frame
from the top gives a lower value of the damage
index than the damage. The worst of the simulated
cases were the temperature change of 70 OC
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(ambient temperature -50 OC) and heating only the
vertical bar of the frame. Both of these cases,
however, do not disqualify the method, since the 70
O
C difference in temperature using even a small
bank of filters should not occur, and local high
temperature change should be detected, because it
can be regarded as a failure.
FRFs for selected nodes filtered with modal filter set to MS no. 2
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in Figure 9. In Table 6, one can find the damage
index values for 3 cracks introduced to the bridge
consecutively and for a moist (relative humidity
99%) and wet (after intense rainfall) bridge. All
results are for Modal Filter 10.
Table 6. Damage index for bridge simulations
Simulation Scenario
Max Value of DI
Damage no. 1
7210
Damage no. 2
2.7 x 104
Damage no. 3
7.3 x 107
Moist Bridge
1670
Wet Bridge
3.2 x 109
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Fig. 8. Results of modal filtration for
temperature changes – modal filter set to
natural frequency no.2
To examine the operation of the method for
a complex civil engineering object (real structure),
and check the effect of humidity on the efficiency of
the damage detection method again, the modal filter
coefficients were calculated for the reference
model, which is a dry bridge without any damage.
Results of modal filtration for the bridge are shown
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Fig. 9. Results of modal filtration for
bridge simulations – modal filter set to
natural frequency no.10
The analysis of the damage index values
confirmed the lowest detectability of Damage 1 close to the support. To obtain the higher values of
the damage index for this crack, one should take into
account the modal filters tuned to higher modes –
the ones which greater deform the region of Damage
1. Regarding the impact of humidity changes, it is
quite significant - the weight of soil and wood
changes by over 10 percent and is a significant share
of the object's total mass. On this basis, it is
concluded that the method should not be applied to
objects which change their mass so heavily due to
moisture. On the other hand, the method has shown
its effectiveness in detecting small-scale damage for
such a highly complex technical facility.
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5. SUMMARY
The paper presents the results of numerical tests
for a damage detection procedure based on modal
filtration. The following cases has been considered:
verification of the method sensitivity to damage
location, inaccuracy of sensor location in the
consecutive experiments, measurement noise and
changes in ambient conditions, such as temperature
and humidity. Additionally the applicability of the
method was examined for very complex structure –
rail viaduct with elements made of steel, concrete,
wood and soil. Partial conclusions were presented in
the last section after the results of each study. A
general conclusion is that the method detects
damage with good sensitivity but users have to be
aware that, since the method is based on the modal
model, it can be influenced by other factors which
change the modal model parameters. On the other
hand basing on the results of the earlier studies of
the authors [1] it can be stated that the method is
much less sensitive to environmental changes than
other modal model based methods.
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Summary
The essence of the present work is an innovative methodology consisting in creation and
presentation of complex diagnostic relations in the form of “defect maps”, which allow mapping
the machine technical state in certain domain of random events represented by defects. In the case
of the bearing misalignment defect, which is the subject of the present article, the “domain of
events” is the area of possible bearing dislocations and the “technical state” may be expressed e.g.
by vibrations of the machine elements. The effect of this work is complete set of maps, which
present distribution of bearing vibration as functions of individual bearing displacements. Within
this work various types of bearing misalignment maps were constructed, intended for various
applications in the turbogenerator diagnostic system. The defect maps methodology applied here
for presentation of the bearing misalignment effects has been generalized and proposed as the idea
of presentation of a machine response to certain class of defects.
Keywords: technical diagnostics, rotating machine, mechanical vibration, misalignment.
METODYKA MAP DEFEKTÓW W ZASTOSOWANIU DO PREZENTACJI DRGANIOWYCH
SKUTKÓW ROZOSIOWANIA àOĩYSK
Streszczenie
Istotą niniejszej pracy jest innowacyjna metodyka polegająca na tworzeniu i prezentacji
záoĪonych relacji diagnostycznych w formie „map defektów”, które pozwalają odwzorowywaü
stan techniczny maszyny w pewnym obszarze zdarzeĔ losowych reprezentowanych przez defekty.
W przypadku defektu rozosiowania áoĪysk, który jest przedmiotem niniejszego artykuáu „obszar
zdarzeĔ” moĪe byü wyraĪony np. przez drgania elementów maszyny. Efektem pracy jest
kompletny zestaw map, które prezentują rozkáad drgaĔ áoĪysk jako funkcjĊ indywidualnych
przemieszczeĔ áoĪysk. W ramach tej pracy zostaáy utworzone róĪne rodzaje map skutków
przemieszczeĔ áoĪysk, przeznaczone dla róĪnorodnych zastosowaĔ w systemie diagnostycznym
turbogeneratora. Metodyka map defektów, zastosowana tu do prezentacji efektów rozosiowania
áoĪysk zostaáa uogólniona i zaproponowana jako sposób prezentacji odpowiedzi maszyny na
pewną klasĊ defektów.
Sáowa kluczowe: diagnostyka techniczna, maszyna wirnikowa, drgania mechaniczne, rozosiowanie.

1. INTRODUCTION
For turbo-generators of great power developed
are extended diagnostic systems, which need proper
diagnostic knowledge for safer operation. For
continuous evaluation of the machine condition
employed are self-acting diagnostic systems. The
diagnostic systems need formulated previously
“diagnostic relations”, which link type and intensity
of defects with their measurable effects [1-4].
We have worked for many years on the
diagnostics of power turbo-generators, especially in
the aspect of bearing misalignment defect. During
this activity we found, that misalignment of bearings
has great effect on the dynamic state of large

rotating machines with a long shaft line supported in
numerous bearings [5-8]. Location of particular
bearings in relation to other bearings determines the
bearing load distribution, therefore determines the
shaft line shape and, as a consequence, operation of
all bearings and, as a consequence, also rotors. The
observations confirm numerous literature positions,
e.g. [9-13]. According to Bognatz [14], the bearing
misalignment defect may cause even 70% of
vibration problems, which are recorded in rotating
machines. Numerous phenomena observed in turbosets, which frequently grow stronger or vanish
without a visible reason and are difficult to explain,
are expected to have their origin in bearing
misalignment [2, 5, 9-11, 14]. It is noteworthy and
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the 13K215 turbogenerator, which shows location of bearings and orientation of the machine
in the coordinate system used in the analyses
underlined by majority of authors of papers on the
subject that the literature on the bearing
misalignment defect is anyway rather poor [9, 10,
13, 15, 16]. Especially Muszynska in [9] stresses it
very strongly. In multi-support machines like the
analyzed turbogenerator particular bearings are
arranged in such a way that the shaft line consti-tutes
a catenary. It helps to reduce shaft bending at the
couplings. The catenary is determined theoretically
in the design phase and then practically implemented
in the process of machine assembly by proper
positioning of axes of particular bearings with
respect to the geodesic line [2, 9, 10]. Displacement
of any turboset bearing from its optimum position,
defined by the designed shaft catenary, changes
conditions of operation of the hydrodynamic
bearings and rotors supported on them. The
distribution of the static load of particular bearings
changes, and vibrations can be generated [2, 5, 9-11,
13-16]. Reasons for bearing displacements from the
designed catenary can be of various natures, mainly
connected with machine assembly and operation
processes, and/or possible failures [7, 10].
During our work connected with the bearing
misalignment defect we encountered troubles with
gathering and interpreting great quantity of
information, which were the results of computer
simulation [6, 8]. The effect of seeking the method
for proper arrangement of the acquired data is the
idea of “maps of defect effects”. The defect maps
make possible presentation of response of a machine
to defects in the comprehensible and easy
interpretable form. The utilitarian effect of the work
is the complete set of maps, which present
distributions of the bearing vibration and the bearing

load as a function of individual bearing
displacements in relation to bearing proper position.
The mapping may be regarded as the set of
diagnostic relations or may be used for creation of
the relations [1, 3, 4, 8]. Practical significance of the
presented here investigations consists in possibility
of direct application of the simulation results in a
turbo-set diagnostic or advisory system, namely, the
diagnostic relations may be included to the turbogenerator diagnostic knowledge base. Results of the
work were intended for a certain specific 13K215
power turbo-generator, which works in the power
station; therefore all results may find direct
application to this real machine.
2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE
AND OBJECT OF ANALYSIS
The object of calculations and following analysis
is the 13K215 turbogenerator of 200MW power,
which works in one of Polish power plants. The
obtained results and conclusions may be directly
applied to this specific machine as this machine was
modelled and to this machine the model was tuned
up. The machine consists of the three-stage steam
turbine and the electric generator. Its scheme,
showing the arrangement of shafts and distribution
of bearings, is given in Fig. 1. Rotors of the fourcasing machine are supported on seven bearings.
Main dimensions and other characteristic features of
the bearings are included in Table 1.
All calculations we carried out using a set of
computer codes composing the system MESWIR. It
is a package of codes, which has been developed for
many years in the Institute of Fluid-Flow Machinery
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Table 1. Characteristics of the turbo-set bearings and main operation parameters for the base case
Parameter

Denotation

Bear. 1

Bear. 2

Bear. 3

Bear. 4

Bear. 5

Bear. 6

Bear. 7

Diameter

D [m]

0.300

0.330

0.360

0.450

0.450

0.400

0.400

Length

L [m]

0.210

0.270

0.290

0.358

0.358

0.500

0.400

Clearance, horiz.

ǻRH [mm]

0.643

0.650

0.745

0.880

0.885

0.885

0.245

Ellipticity ratio

m [-]

0.7309

0.700

0.7342

0.3886

0.3898

0.4520

0.0408

Eccentricity

İ [-]

0.3360

0.2684

0.3587

0.5226

0.5636

0.5095

0.3653

Attitude angle

Ȗ [deg]

350.6

354.6

351.7

329.3

327.9

334.1

333.7

Oil abs. viscosity

ȝ [N*s/m2]

0.0233

0.0276

0.0272

0.0296

0.0296

0.0283

0.0188

Bearing load – hor.

Qx [N]

-1,042

-603

-7,133

7,473

-4,108

3,523

-741

Bearing load – vert.

Qy [N]

41337

62351

164430

186740

255100

293520

253880

Relative vibr. – hor.

App u [ȝm]

49.3

60.8

29.8

30.7

31.7

44.2

17.9

Relative vibr. – vert.

App v [ȝm]

43.4

50.8

20.9

6.7

13.7

16.9

11.3

Absolute vibr. – hor.

V x [mm/s]

0.54

1.04

0.80

0.18

0.39

1.51

0.87

Absolute vibr. – vert.

V y [mm/s]

0.31

1.65

0.61

0.83

1.62

1.88

1.11

intended for calculating dynamics of rotors
supported on oil bearings. The MESWIR is not
specific for presented here calculations, but it was
adopted for bearing misalignment simulation. Its
detailed description and features are published
among others in [17, 18] and its application to
bearing misalignment is presented in [6-8]. Postprocessing and visualisation were performed using
MATLAB. The bearing static characteristics were
obtained as a solution to the two-dimensional
Reynolds equation by making use of Reynolds’
boundary conditions. In the calculation model the
bearings are treated as hydrodynamic oil bearings of
finite width.
The reference point for our analysis is the “base
case” – a numerical model of the machine free of
defects. The model particular description is
described e.g. in [7, 8, 17, 18]. The base model was
created and tuned based on the results of
measurements done in a real power plant by the
turbogenerator
diagnostic
system.
The
measurements were performed in steady state and
nominal conditions of turbo-set operation, at the
rotational speed 3000 rev/min and at full power
output 211 MW. It was assumed that the data
recorded in the power plant in these operational
conditions illustrate the machine without defects, i.e.
that they describe the reference case to be used for
comparison with the machine with implemented
defect. Table 1 contains most important parameters,
which characterize operation of the turbogenerator
for the base case. The bearing static loads and
bearing shaft positions characterize the bearing
operation and amplitudes of relative shaft vibration
and RMS velocity of bush absolute vibration
characterize the machine dynamic state.

Fig. 2. Scheme of turboset shaft catenary on the
background of the geodesic line, and the
interpretation of bearing misalignment. b –
displacement of a bearing positioned in the
catenary with respect to the geodesic line, 'x, 'y
– additional bearing displacement with respect to
the catenary (defect)

An analysis concept of bearing misalignment
defect is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The scheme
presents the shape of the catenary line of rotors and
against the background of the reference geodesic
line. The bearing locations with respect to the
geodesic line are denoted as “b” on the Fig. 2.
Additional dislocations of the bearings, 'x, 'y
representing the “defects” of the machine, were
added to the basic dislocation values. In the codes
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used for calculations, the locations of particular
bearings were introduced as their dislocations with
respect to the geodesic line in the bearing data files
[6, 17, 18].
For the purpose of creation the maps of bearing
misalignment defect, which show vibrational effects
of various bearing displacements, an area of
simulated bearing dislocations has been defined. The
area of possible bearing dislocations defined in the
plane perpendicular to rotor axis is presented in Fig.
2 and the Fig. 3. The centre of this area is the base
bearing position on the catenary line of the rotors,
precisely defined by the turbo-set designer.
Assuming the centre position as a base is justified by
the fact that bearing dislocations reveal random
nature, therefore dislocation of an arbitrary bearing
in arbitrary direction is equally possible. Assuming
that simultaneous dislocations in vertical and
horizontal directions are possible, calculations of the
effects of bearing dislocations were performed
within the range:
–5mm < < 5mm, with 0,2mm horizontal step,
–5mm < 'y < 5mm, with 0,2mm vertical step.
Consequently, a 51 x 51 grid shown in Fig. 3 was
defined, which gave 2601 possible positions of the
bearing centre on the dislocation area. Distribution
of the calculation points within the 10x10 mm
square is marked in the figure with small circles.
The base position of bearings on the shaft line
catenary is represented in the Fig. 3 by the central
point in of the dislocation square. Each point within
the square represents a defect consisting in
dislocation of a bearing from its base position to this
point, that means dislocation of the bearing by 'x,
'y. For every of the 2601points the calculations of
the turbogenerator numerical model were carried out
by means of the MESWIR codes. For the needs of
the present work the following quantities were
calculated, every of them in two reciprocally
perpendicular directions:
– Au , Av , the amplitudes of relative journal-bush
vibrations, expressed by the p-p dislocation
amplitude in two directions u and v, inclined by 45q
to the vertical,
– Vx , Vy , the RMS velocities of absolute bush
vibrations, expressed by RMS vibration velocities in
the horizontal and vertical directions, x and y.
A machine works properly and safely, when
some operation parameters, defined for a given
machine as the most important, do not exceed
permissible values. For the purpose of here
presented work the following criteria are adopted:
Au , Av < Alim = 165 Pm, where Alim is the limit of
relative journal-bush vibrations,
VRMS x , VRMS y < VRMS lim = 7,5 mm/s, where VRMS
lim is the limit of absolute bearing vibrations.

Fig. 3. The area of possible bearing dislocations
with grid containing 51 x 51 nodes representing
the bearing dislocations for which calculations
were carried out
The axes x, y, u, v are interpreted in Fig. 1. The
limiting vibration parameters and their values were
taken from ISO standards: the relative vibration
amplitudes from the standard 7919-2, and the
absolute vibration velocities – from the standard
10816-2. The limits correspond to the „warning
state”. Table 1 shows that for the base case all
vibration parameters are much lower than the
defined above limits.
3. VARIOUS WAYS OF PRESENTATION OF
THE BEARING MISALGNMENT DEFET
The maps of bearing misalignment effects are
created automatically by special graphic software
written in Matlab. Data for the maps consist of the
results of simulating calculations of the machine
model with implemented defects. To create a single
map, the series of calculations for all the points
shown in Fig. 3, which represent the defects, had to
be done. Every single map presents distribution of
only one vibration parameter concerning one
particular bearing as the effect of dislocation of only
one bearing within the defined area of dislocations.
But vibrational effects of misalignment of a single
bearing can be observed in every of seven machine
bearings. This means that effects of misalignment of
all seven bearings on all seven bearings
characteristics can be presented using 49 maps
showing the distribution of one single parameter.
What is more, characterisation of the machine
operation condition need a set of 4 graphs,
presenting distribution of 4 parameters, defined in
the previous section: Au, Av, Vx , Vy . The sample set
of such graphs, which is one of the 49 possible sets,
is given in Fig. 4.
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Each set of graphs, like this in Fig. 4 contains
four three-dimensional diagrams illustrating effect of
dislocation of one particular bearing on the
following parameters observed in one of the
machine bearings:
Ax=f('x, 'y) – u-dir. relative vibration amplitude,
Ay=f('x, 'y) – v-dir. relative vibration amplitude,
Vx=f('x, 'y) – x-dir. velocities of absolute vibration,
Vy=f('x, 'y) – y-dir. velocities of absolute vibration.
To order the great number of maps, every
particular figure is labelled by a pair of numbers {Nd
Ne}, where:
Nd =1...7 is the number of the bearing, in which
the defect is present,
Ne =1...7 is the number of the bearing, in which
the response (effect) to the above defect is observed.
According to the above denotation the graphs
presented in Fig. 4 are labelled by {5,5} and show
the effect of dislocation of bearing 5 on the vibration
parameters in the same bearing 5. In the diagrams
the area of examined dislocations of a bearing is
located in the x-y plane and is limited by the square
–5mm < x < 5mm, –5mm < y < 5mm. In the Fig. 2
this area is seen as the square perpendicular to the
shaft axis. The base bearing position on the catenary,
(i.e. when the misalignment defect is missing), is
marked in the Fig. 4 with the vertical line starting
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from the centre of the dislocation plane, 'x=0, 'y=0.
To an arbitrary bearing dislocation by a vector ['x,
'y] corresponds a certain value of the parameters: Ax
, Ay , Vx , Vy . These values for the base case, i.e. for
'x=0, 'y=0, are gathered in Table 1. On the
vertical axis the level representing the corresponding
parameter limit, Alim , VRMS lim is marked. Crossing of
the plane parallel to the x-y plane and situated at the
limit level with the surface representing one of the
functions effect = f('x, 'y), gives the level line
shown in each figure. The steep slopes noticeable on
the vibration graphs testify that the gradient of
vibration over the dislocation plane is high. The
gradient is especially high in the vicinity of limit
vibration level, which is marked in the figure with
the thick line.
Figures of this type may be presented also in a
modified form. Fig. 5 presents sample of the
modified diagrams, which correspond to the
diagrams shown in Fig. 4 after cutting them off at
the level of the adequate parameter limit. The
vertical axes of these graphs are properly rescaled.
The areas limited by the level lines are marked dark.
In these graphs the prohibited bearing dislocations
are better visible and distribution of the analysed

Fig. 4. The set of six three-dimensional diagrams, coded {5,5}, which illustrates effects of dislocation of the
bearing 5 on the bearing 5 parameters: amplitude of relative vibration and velocity of absolute vibration, all in
horizontal and vertical directions
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parameters on the x-y plane is more readable.
Projection of the limit level lines onto the
dislocation plane x-y defines the region of prohibited
bearing dislocations. When, in any way, the bearing
bush centre falls into this prohibited region (marked
dark in the figure), the machine should be stopped
from operation as it means that the permissible limit
for one of operating parameters was exceeded in at
least one bearing.
Fig. 6 presents 2-dimensional but multiple valued
graphical representations of the graphs presented in
Figs. 4 and 5. The graphs have the form of contour
lines filled with colours like geographical maps.
Broken lines in the maps envelope the area, where
appropriate parameters are greater then limiting
values defined in Section 3.
From the practical point of view, of high
usability are simplified figures of this type, showing
the division of the area of the expected bearing
dislocations into only two sub-areas: permissible

dislocations and prohibited dislocations. Samples of
such diagrams are shown in Fig. 7. The prohibited
and permissible dislocation areas are separated by
lines, which are the projections of the limit level
lines drawn in Figs. 4 and 5 onto the x-y dislocation
plane. In Fig. 7 the areas of prohibited bearing
dislocations are marked dark, while the white area
represents permissible dislocations. Dislocating the
bearing to an arbitrary point located within the white
area does not provoke effects, which could be
considered unacceptable from the point of view of
machine operation.
It is seen, that many miscellaneous representations
of the defect maps can be created, depending on
needs. Figs 4-7 present the maps of bearing
misalignment effects in various degree of
complexity. Figs. 4 and 5 present the 3-dimensional
graphs and Figs. 6 and 7 present their two-value
plane representations. It should be added, that all
defect maps in their original version are colourful.

Fig. 5. The set of three-dimensional diagrams corresponding to the graphs from the Fig. 3, cut off at the level of
the adequate parameter limiting value
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE BEARING
MISALIGNMENT DEFECT MAPS
The three-dimensional maps of bearing
dislocation effects shown in Figs. 4 reveal that the
amplitudes of relative vibrations of the bearing
journals as well as velocities of absolute vibrations
of the bearing bushes rapidly increase in some areas
of bearing dislocations. Comparison of the vibration
magnitudes with the contour lines drown on the
permissible levels shows, that vibration may exceed
many times the permissible limits. It is seen also in
the Fig. 4 that the amplitudes of relative vibrations
of the bearing journals are limited to about 1000 Pm
(peak to peak). The diagrams are cut off at this level.
The maximum double vibration amplitude App =
1000 Pm seen in Fig. 4 corresponds approximately
to the average bearing clearance in the direction of
vibration measurements (vibration amplitudes are
calculated here in the directions being the bisectors
of the coordinate axes). Limitations placed on the
amplitudes of the relative journal-bush vibrations
result from physical limitations of the bush surface,
since journal movements are limited to the bearing
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clearance circle. This testifies to the fact that after
reaching the maximum amplitude the journal slides
along the bush surface, or hits into it.
This suggest the presence of vibrational
instability of the rotors or bearings, manifesting
itself in the fact that relatively small intensification
in bearing misalignment in some directions leads to
rapid increase in vibration. The appearance of the
instability in bearing operation due to the bearing
misalignment is confirmed by shapes of trajectories
of the bearing journals. Analysis of the bearing
journal trajectories corresponding to bearing
misalignment directions and magnitude was the
subject of the author earlier papers [7].
The bearing misalignment defect maps can be
useful for the diagnostic purposes in two ways:
- they can provide information on machine
vibrational state if the bearing misalignment is
known,
- they can provide opportunities for drawing
conclusion on the location and magnitude of the
bearing misalignment basing on the recorded
vibration patterns of the bearing journals and bushes.

Fig. 6. The two-dimensional representations of the diagrams from the Fig. 3 in the form of contour lines. The
broken lines link the points where presented parameters are equal to the limiting values
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Fig. 7. The two-value, two-dimensional graphs, which show the division of the possible bearing dislocation area
to the area of prohibited dislocations (marked dark) and area of permissible dislocations (white)
In the former case, an assessment is possible
whether the known bearing misalignment, e.g.
bearing dislocation measured by the diagnostic
system, is safe, and, what effects generates this
misalignment. In the latter case we can conclude
about the scale and form of a bearing misalignment
by comparative analysis of the machine vibration
pattern recorded by the diagnostic system with
vibration magnitude characteristics for a given
misalignment readout on the maps. Moreover, the
set of bearing dislocation maps enables distinction
between bearing misalignment and other defects
manifesting themselves in bearing vibrations despite
the fact, that effects of bearing misalignment are not
specific for this defect. The correct distinction is
more possible if vibration parameters of many
bearings may be analyzed altogether. Probability of
the right diagnosis is very high if vibration patterns
of all bearings agree with samples, which are
readout from bearing misalignment maps. The
distinction is also easier if additional symptoms may
be taken into account, e.g. bearing oil temperature.
It is quite obvious, that a rotating multi-bearing
machine should be considered unserviceable as a
whole when only a certain single parameter is
exceeded even in only one bearing due to
misalignment of any bearing. But a single set of

maps, like the sets shown in Figs 4 – 7, contain
graphs for only one vibration parameter and for only
one particular bearing. Moreover, the graphs present
functions of displacements of only one particular
bearing. The problem may be overcome on the
ground of operations on sets. It is easy to note, that
in the sense of the algebra of sets the area of
prohibited dislocations of a given bearing is the sum
of the areas of prohibited dislocations of this one
bearing calculated with the viewpoint of fulfilment
of given criterion in every particular bearing
separately. For instance, when taking into account
only the relative vibration criterion, the area of
prohibited dislocations of the bearing 5 covers all
these dislocations of the bearing 5, which generate
unacceptable relative vibrations in any of bearings
1… 7. In similar way, the area of allowable and
prohibited dislocations can be linked together via the
abovementioned operations on sets also with respect
to other criteria. Thus, based on numerous detailed
maps, it is possible to find areas of bearing
dislocations provoking certain generalised effects.
Such operations on sets are very easy in relation to
the defect maps in the numerical form. What is
more, the maps in numerical form may be easy put
into use in automatic diagnostic systems. Basing on
so created numerical maps also graphical maps can
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be created for different combinations of criteria, for
example with respect to vibration in one particular
bearing, or with respect to particular kind of
vibration. However this cause, that the number of
graphs grows and their analysis becomes difficult.
5. THE GENERAL IDEA OF DEFECT MAPS
The primary idea of the presented work consists
in specific methodology of presentation of the
machine response to a certain class of defects. The
idea of defect maps consists in mapping a machine
technical state in certain domain of random events,
which are represented by defects. In relation to the
presented here defect of bearing misalignment the
“domain of events” is an area of possible
dislocations of bearings in relation to their base
location. The “technical state” may be expressed e.g.
by vibration intensity of the machine elements,
which is subject of this article, but also by the
bearing oil temperature, by the bearing load etc.
In general approach the “maps of defects” are
represented by ordered sets of parameters, which
determine technical status of the machine as the
function of parameters, which ambiguously
characterise defect in respect of type, location and
intensity. The maps express intensity of machine
reaction to defect as the function of parameters,
which characterize the defect. According to this
approach maps may be of graphical or numerical
form. The numerical maps are the matrixes, which
contain discrete parameter values but may be
approximated for intermediate parameter values
characterizing a defect. Maps in this form may find
application in self-operated diagnostic and expert
systems. The graphical maps are the plots made on
the basis of the corresponding numerical maps. The
form of graphical maps may be adapted to the
intended application. The graphical maps may have
a form of two- or three-dimensional plots illustrating
intensity of analysed parameters. A level of the
parameter may be shown in the maps e.g. as the
diagram ordinate or using a colour scale. Various
types of the graphical maps are illustrated in Section
4.
The method of the defect maps is especially
suitable in the case of complex mechanical systems,
where reducing diagnostic relations to simple logical
sentences of defect-symptom type is not possible in
practice. What is more, in some cases creation of
predefined defect maps is the only possible solution.
This is why methodology of the defect maps has
been practically applied to bearing misalignment
defect of the real power turbo-generator. In this
particular application the maps characterize relative
and absolute vibration of bearings as a function of
bearing displacements in relation to their proper,
base position. The practical result of the described
above investigations is complete and ready to use
knowledge base on the defect consisting in
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misalignment of all bearings of the 13K215
turbogenerator.
It should be remembered, that the knowledge
base that is the object of this paper contain the
effects of an individual bearing dislocations, i.e.
situation in which the misalignment defect takes
place in only one bearing, while the remaining
bearings are still in their base positions. The defects
consisting in simultaneous dislocations of two or
more bearings couldn’t be presented in the form of
the ready-to-use base of knowledge, as the expected
volume of resulting base and corresponding effort
for its preparation would be too high. If necessary,
however, arbitrarily selected individual cases of
simultaneous dislocations of a number of bearings
may be calculated and interpreted.
CONCLUSIONS
- The idea of presentation of a machine response to
defects in the form of defect maps has been
proposed. The maps allow presentation of the
machine response to a set of defects in
comprehensible, easy readable and usable form.
The maps express intensity of machine reaction to
defect as the function of parameters, which
characterize the defect.
- The complex set of maps, which present response
of the turbo-generator to the bearing dislocations
has been created by computer simulation of the
defect implemented in numerical model of the
machine. The maps present relative journal
vibrations and absolute bush vibrations, thus
giving a general view on the machine resistance to
misalignment of particular bearings from the
viewpoint of defined criteria.
- The maps of bearing misalignment defect reveal,
that vibrational response of the complex machine
to the bearing misalignment is difficult to predict
intuitively, as it can be rapid and unexpected.
Vibration intensification gradient is especially
high at the border between the areas of
permissible and prohibited bearing dislocations.
- In some areas of possible bearing misalignments
small increase in bearing displacement may lead
to sudden appearance of extremely high
vibrations, which many times exceed the
permissible limits. In those situations the
limitations for relative vibration amplitudes are
physical restrictions resulting from the size of
bearing clearance. This suggests the presence of
vibrational instability of the rotors or bearings.
- The set of maps containing information on effects
of the tutbogenerator bearing misalignment can be
interpreted as the base of knowledge on this defect
and may be implemented in the turbogenerator
diagnostic system. The presented work is an
example of practical realisation of a concept of
creating a pre-defined base of diagnostic
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knowledge using the model based computer
simulation.
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Summary
The paper describes the utilization of high frequency range of vibro-acoustic signals in
condition monitoring of bearings. High frequency components of signals, generated by a bearing
working under operational conditions, contain low energy disturbances which might carry
information related to the technical condition of the bearing. These high frequency signal
components are most probably related to friction effects and the effects related to the behaviour of
structure in mesoscale. The emergence of cracks leads to the changes in the friction of mating
elements in bearings and has an influence on the structure in mesoscale. This in turn causes
changes in high frequency range of the signal. Based on the monitoring of high frequency structure
of signals, it is possible to draw conclusions about the changes in the technical condition of a
bearing. The paper describes the application of measures, typical for acoustic emission, to acoustic
signals recorded from bearings working on a laboratory stand. The measurements were performed
with the uses of an ultrasonic microphone.
Keywords: acoustic emission parameters, ultrasonic, spectral moments, condition monitoring.
WYKORZYSTANIE SKàADOWYCH SYGNAàU Z WYSOKIEGO PASMA
CZĉSTOTLIWOSCI W DIAGNOSTYCE àOĩYSK
Streszczenie
Publikacja
przedstawia
wykorzystanie
wysokoczĊstotliwoĞciowych
sygnaáów
wibroakustycznych w diagnostyce technicznej áoĪysk. WysokoczĊstotliwoĞciowe skáadowe
sygnaáów, emitowanych przez pracujące áoĪysko, zawierają niskoenergetyczne zaburzenia, które
mogą nieĞü informacjĊ związane ze stanem technicznym áoĪyska. Te wysokoczĊstotliwoĞciowe
skáadowe sygnaáów są najprawdopodobniej związane ze zjawiskami tarcia i zjawiskami
zachowania struktury w mezoskali. Powstanie uszkodzenia prowadzi do zmian w tarciu
wspóápracujących powierzchni áoĪyska i ma wpáyw na zachowanie struktury w mezoskali.
W wyniku tego nastĊpują zmiany w wysokoczĊstotliwoĞciowym paĞmie sygnaáu. Wykorzystując
monitoring wysokoczĊstotliwoĞciowej struktury sygnaáu, moĪliwe jest wnioskowanie o zmianach
stanu technicznego áoĪyska. Publikacja przedstawia wykorzystanie miar, typowych dla emisji
akustycznej, w analizie sygnaáów akustycznych pracujących áoĪysk na stanowisku badawczym.
Pomiary zostaáy przeprowadzone z wykorzystaniem mikrofonów ultradĨwiĊkowych.
Sáowa kluczowe: parametry emisji akustycznej, ultradĨwiĊki, momenty widmowe, diagnostyka techniczna.
1. INTRODUCTION
The condition monitoring of bearings allows, on
the one hand, to reduce the probability of a
catastrophic failure of a machine and costs related to
it and, on the other hand, to increase the reliability
and extended working time of a machine. Economic
and ecological factors exert an increased pressure on
the development of new, more reliable techniques
which would allow to determine the technical state
of a machine, predict changes in its technical state,
and to estimate the remaining useful life of a

machine. The correct and reliable assessment of the
technical state is an important issue in condition
monitoring and it allows to define future operating
strategies in order to minimise the operating costs
and the hazard of failure. The change in the technical
state of equipment is usually related to the changes
in kinematics of an object, its degradation, and
changes in cooperation of kinematic pairs.
Common bearing diagnostic techniques are
based on vibro-acoustic signals that range from few
to 10,000 Hz. The frequency analysis of recorded
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signals is the basic method of signal analysis. An
early detection of the time of the origination of
a defect allows to control its build-up and to plan
repairs and optimal operation conditions.
Present research in the filed of condition
monitoring of bearings is often related to the
development and application of technologies used in
other domains of technical diagnostics, signal
processing and analysis techniques, as well as
building of diagnostic models and systems.
The development and application of techniques
related to acoustic emission [1, 2, 3] and stress-wave
technology [4] is of increased interest to scientist
and maintenance engineers. These technologies base
on the detection of transient elastic waves generated
by a rapid release of a strain of energy caused by a
deformation or damage within or on the surface of a
material [5]. The transient elastic waves can be also
generated by the interaction of two surfaces in
relative motion e.g. the interaction of the surface of a
rolling element and the race of a bearing. The
acoustic emission detects events from a very high
range of frequencies such as 100,000-1,000,000 Hz.
Signal processing and analysis techniques such
as higher order spectral analysis, Teager-Kaiser
energy operator, cepstrum analysis, time-frequency
analysis are widely used to obtain diagnostically
useful information, based on which it is possible to
determine the technical state and to make decisions
regarding further operation of machine [6, 7].
Based on diagnostic knowledge and information
obtained from signals, it is possible to build a model
of degradation process or to establish a decisionsupport system. Such solutions can be based on
neural networks or expert’s knowledge [8].
The paper presents results and conclusions from
a preliminary research, made by the author, which
aimed at retrieving useful diagnostic information in
the high frequency bands of an acoustic signal. As a
result, it was possible to identify the band of signal,
in which the highest differences were observed for
different technical stages. Different signal analysis
techniques were used to identify signal parameters,
some of which will be used in further research to
build the hidden Markov model for bearing
degradation process.

The test stand consisted of: 1. driving motor,
2. gearbox, 3. coupling, 4. bearings in housings,
5. unbalance disk, 6. electric dynamometer,
(numbers according to sketch).
The driving motor (1), via the gearbox (2) and
the coupling (3), set in motion the shaft with the
unbalance disk (5) placed on it. The shaft was
supported on bearings in housings (4). The energy
from the shaft was dissipated by an electric
dynamometer (6). Two self-aligning ball bearings
(SKF 1205 EKTN9) were mounted in bearing
housings. The unbalance disk allowed to introduce
different unbalance states by screwing in grub
screws. The bearing placed closer to the gearbox
was subject to artificially introduced damage, that is
described in the next section. The applied gearbox
was a one-stage gearbox, with reduction ratio
i=2.84. The nominal input power of the gearbox was
0.37 kW, the power of the applied driving motor was
0.25 kW. The technical condition of the gearbox
during the measurements was good. The gearbox
was after the grind-in of co-acting parts and its
working time was short. Working conditions of the
gearbox can be described as under its nominal load.
Vibrations of the gearbox were low and did not
affected diagnostic results.
Measurements of the acoustic signals from the
bearings were made using NI PXI computer with
NI PXI-4462 measurement card. The signals
generated by the bearings were recorded with the use
of VIS-311 vibration sensors and G.R.A.S. 40BE
ultrasonic microphones. These one-direction
vibration sensors, with the frequency range of 0.510,000 Hz, were used to measure vertical vibrations
carried out by the bearing’s housing. The ultrasonic
microphones with the frequency range from 10 Hz
up to 100,000 Hz were mounted on stands close to
the shaft opening in the bearing housing. Their aim
was to record the acoustic signals generated by the
working bearing. The sampling frequency of the
measurement card was set to 200,000 Hz, which,
according to Nyquist–Shannon sampling theory,
allowed to record the signals components up to
100,000 Hz.

2. TEST STAND AND MEASUREMENT
SETUP

During the experiment, measurements were
carried out for three types of unbalance and three
simulated stages of bearing degradation. All
together, there were 9 measurement sessions: one
for each combination of unbalance and degradation
stage. The unbalance was obtained by installing a
number of grub screws in the disk. In a set of
measurements, the unbalance disc was rotating
without screws, with one and with six screws. The
degradation stage was changed by artificially
introduced cracks. There were three stages of
degradation considered: 1. bearing without an
artificial defect, 2. bearing with a “small” defect
introduced in the inner race, approximately: 1 mm in

The test stand presented below (Figure 1) was
used to record signals during the experiment.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the test stand (description in text)

3. MEASUREMENTS
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diameter and 0.5 mm deep, 3. bearing with a “big”
defect introduced in the inner race, approximately: 4
mm long, 1 mm wide, and 1 mm deep.
During the experiment, the speed of the shaft
was constant and equal to 986 rpm. Each
measurement session consisted of ten one-second
measurements. The measurements in a given session
were held at 1-second intervals. In this way a set of
data was recorded which allowed for averaging the
results.
4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
4.1. Preliminary analysis
The review of the measurement results started
with the analysis of a signal spectrum. The signals’
spectra, watched in linear scale in full range of
frequencies, did not reveal any particular
phenomena. Except for peaks in the frequency band
up to 10,000 Hz, it seemed that the rest of the
spectrum contains only components related to noise.
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However, the comparison of spectra presented in
logarithmic scale of values, revealed an interesting
phenomenon, which was an incentive for further
research (Figure 2).
Figure 2 presents comparison between spectra of
signals recorded for the analysed bearings with
different stages of unbalance, but without an
artificial defect. The first plot presents the signal
from the bearing with no screws in the unbalance
disk, the second - with one unbalance screw, the
third one - with six screws. An interesting
phenomenon could be observed in the frequency
band ranging from 40,000 Hz to 60,000 Hz. It was
possible to notice that in this frequency band, an
observable change of spectrum occurred in relation
to the change of the degree of unbalance. It was
noted that a local increase of spectrums magnitude,
as compared to the full spectrum, was shifting and
changing its distribution in reaction to the increase
of the stage of unbalance. An important observation
is that all signals from a given measurement session
look similar and observed effect is repetitive.

Fig. 2. Log-spectra of signals recorded for bearing with different stages of unbalance
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Also comparisons of other log-spectra calculated
from different measurement sessions reveal changes
in the high frequency band from 40,000 to 60,000
Hz. It must be pointed out that changes in the band
mentioned above were different in shape, range or
distribution
for
individual
comparative
measurements – the different stages of degradation
and unbalance. Each time it was possible to
conclude that some kind of change had taken place
in the technical state of the bearing. Following the
observation, spectral moments were calculated. This
was done in order to extract information which
could describe the changes, observed in the
spectrum, with the use of specific parameters.
4.2 Spectral moments
Spectral moments are the measures describing
parameters of spectrum’s shape such as centre of
gravity, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis
[9]. Spectral moment of order m is:
fi f g

M ( m)

¦ G( f ) > f @

m

i

i

(1)

fi f d

where: G ( f i ) - signal’s spectrum f i ,

f i - centre frequency of analysed band,

f d , f g - lower and upper frequencies of
band.
Most commonly, normalised spectral moments
are used:

M u ( m)
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Calculation of the first four normalised spectral
moments was performed for frequency bands of the
width of 10,000 Hz, from 0 up to 100,000 Hz. All
spectral moments for all measurements in a given
measurement session were concentrated around the
mean value. Performed calculations and analysis of
the spectral moments for all measurement sessions
reveal no significant differences in values of
averaged spectral moments in frequency bands of
interest. Also the distribution of values did not
reveal any particular trend. The main reason for this
might be a very low magnitude of the signal
components in a given frequency band, compared to
the width of the band. Therefore, the spectral
moments defined by (1) and (2), tuned out to be
improper measures for detecting and inferring on
changes of the technical state of the tested object
(unbalance and defect).
Due to the fact that the spectral moments did not
provide expected reliable information, the attention
was directed to the analysis of the time signal and
measures characteristic for the acoustic emission.

4.3. Acoustic emission measures
Acoustic emission (AE) is a decaying elastic
wave that results from a vehement release of energy
concentrated in material by propagating micro defect
(increase of micro gaps, movement of dislocations)
in material [10]. In non-destructive testing (NDT) of
materials, acoustic emission is a passive listening
technique, which is very sensitive and can detect
defects such as the movement of a few atoms.
Usually during tests, these waves can be separated
into two types of behaviour: (1) burst emission,
which is a discrete packet of waves associated with a
single event or a small number of events and (2) a
continuous emission, which tends to be a cluster of
many small interlinked events. The basic measures
used in acoustic emission are: the number of events,
the number of counts, energy of the event, duration
of the event. Figure 3 presents a sketch of AE event
and its basic measures. [10].
In case of signals emitted by a working bearing,
no typical acoustic emission events were expected.
However, it was expected to find a continuous train
of transient waves. Figure 4 presents, as an example,
part of signal, filtered from 40,000 up to 60,000 Hz,
recorded for a bearing under working conditions.
For further analysis of the signals, recorded for
all measurement sessions, a uniform discrimination
level was chosen, which allowed to compare
parameters of signals from different measurements.
For a detailed analysis of signals, the following
parameters were calculated: the number of events in
a measurement, energy of the event, duration of the
event, time between events, maximum height of the
event, height to width ratio of the event, skewness of
the event, kurtosis of the event. The analysis of
parameters was carried out in order to determine,
which of these parameters can be used to identify the
technical states of an analysed machine.
AE event
energy of AE event
AE counts
noise discrimination level

duration of AE event

Fig. 3. AE event and its basic measures.
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measurement sessions and in which regions they
overlap. For the bearing without an artificial failure,
the change of unbalance had the highest influence on
the number of events during the measurement. For a
bearing with an introduced defect, the change of
unbalance did not have an equally strong impact.
However, in these cases, the changes are still
observable and what is more, the distribution of
values of the analysed parameter is more
concentrated.
Fig. 4. Part of bearing signal after filtration from
40,000 Hz to 60,000 Hz with its envelope
As a result of calculations and analysis it was
noted that only the number of events and the energy
of the event seemed to be diagnostically useful.
Their analysis is presented in detail in the further
part of this paper. Neither the duration of the event
nor its kurtosis revealed such a trend in the
distribution of values which could be unequivocally
connected with changes in the technical state of the
tested object.
The number of events during the measurement
was the first parameter to be analysed. Figure 5
presents the distributions of the numbers of events
for each measurement for each combination of the
degree of unbalance and degradation. The value of
the analysed parameter is indicated on the horizontal
axis. The vertical axis represents the bearing’s
technical state. The bearing is described by a
combination of two characters separated by an
underscore. First letter informs about the degree of
degradation were “G”, “SC”, “C” respectively mean:
bearing without an artificial failure, bearing with a
“small” failure introduced in the inner race
(approximately: 1 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in
depth), bearing with a “big” failure introduced in
inner race (approximately: 4 mm long, 1 mm wide, 1
mm deep). The number standing next to the letter U
informs about the stage of unbalance: 0 – without
grub screw, 1 – with one grub screw, 6 – with six
grub screws (Table 1).
Each circle on Figure 5 represents the number of
events for one measurement. This presentation
allows to observe how numbers of events differ in

Table 1. Indicators of technical state used in article
Technical
Failure
Unbalance
state
indicator
G_U0
no
no
G_U1

no

G_U6

no

SC_U0

C_U0

“small”
defect
“small”
defect
“small”
defect
“big” defect

C_U1

“big” defect

C_U6

“big” defect

SC_U1
SC_U6

one unbalance
screw
six unbalance
screws
no
one unbalance
screw
six unbalance
screws
no
one unbalance
screw
six unbalance
screws

Energy of the event was another analysed
parameter. Although the energy was calculated for
every event, during each of ten measurements
performed during the measurement session, the
mean value of energy from each measurement was
used for further calculations. Figure 6 presents the
distribution of mean values for different technical
stages of bearings.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of numbers of events for each measurement for each combination
of the degree of unbalance and degradation

Fig. 6. Distribution of mean values of event energy for different technical stages of bearings
For the bearing without an introduced failure and
with introduced small crack (small degree of
degradation) it is possible to observe that the higher
the degree of unbalance, the higher are the values of
energy and the higher is their dispersion. A closer
analysis of the dispersion of values reveals
interesting trends. Figure 7 and 8 present
comparisons of dispersion of values of energy of
events for bearings without and with an artificial

fault. For measurements made for the bearing
without failure, the change of the degree of
unbalance causes a shift and change in the
distribution of values of energy of the event. Such
effect is not so clearly observable in the case of the
bearing with a small introduced failure. For the
bearing with highest degree of degradation, this
effect is not observable at all.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of dispersion of values of energy of events for bearings without introduced crack

Fig. 8. Comparison of dispersion of values of energy of events for bearings with introduced ”small” crack
Figure 9 presents comparison of the distribution
of values of energy of an event calculated for each
measurement session. For measurement sessions
performed for the bearing without introduced failure
(G_U0, G_U1, G_U6), the increase of unbalance
caused the widening of the distribution with
simultaneous shift of its maximum value. No such
behaviour was observed for the results of other
measurement sessions – sessions form bearing with
“small” defect (SC_U0, SC_U1, SC_U6) and “big”
defect (C_U0, C_U1, C_U6). Changes in the energy
of the events occurring for measurement sessions for

the bearings with defect had no strict trend. This is
most probably related to the fact that the bearing’s
failure causes strong impulses during the passing of
roller elements through the damaged area. These
strong impulses demonstrate themselves in the low
band of frequencies and can be observed there.
For a signal from the bearing in which no defect
was introduced, changes of unbalance have stronger
observable influence on high bands of signals, which
can be related to the friction effects and effects
related to the behaviour of structure in mesoscale.
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Other parameters such as the height of the event
(its maximum value) reveal correlation with the
energy of the event and therefore, they were not
analysed in detail. Neither the number of events

during measurement nor the mean energy of events
or any other parameter demonstrated unique changes
that would be sufficient to indicate changes in the
technical state of the tested object.

Fig. 9. Comparison of distribution of values of energy of event calculated for measurement sessions
To enhance the probability of correct
determination of technical state of the bearing,
distributions of values of pairs of parameters were
analysed. This was made to verify whether it is
possible to find such a pairs of parameters,
observation of which would allow to classify the
technical state of a bearing.
The analysis of distributions of values of pairs of
parameters were made on two-dimensional
parameter-plane with the axes reflecting the values
of analysed parameters. From all possible
combinations of parameters pairs, figure 10 and 11
presents the ones that best represented different
technical states. For the clarity of the presentation,
the technical state is reflected by numbers from 1 to
9 (Table 2). The location of a number is determined
by the values of the analysed parameters.
It can be seen that both pairs of parameters have
similar distribution and allow to use a simple
technique to distribute the space of the technical
state. For bearing without introduced failure, a
strong diversification is observed with the change of
unbalance. These states are well separated and can
be determined based on the analysed parameters. For
bearings with both stages of defect there is no such a
good separation of data based on measurements for
different stages of unbalance. During the analysis of
different pairs of parameters, no such combination
was found which would allow for easy separation of

stages of unbalance of bearing with failures. In order
to reach such a separation, it would be necessary to
use other parameters and also other frequency bands.
Table 2. Number indicator of technical state for
figures 10 and 11
Numerical
Technical
Failure
Unbalance
indicator state indicator
1
G_U0
no
no
2

G_U1

3

G_U6

4

SC_U0

5

SC_U1

6

SC_U6

7

C_U0

8

C_U1

9

C_U6

no

one unbalance
screw
no
six unbalance
screws
“small”
no
defect
“small” one unbalance
defect
screw
“small” six unbalance
defect
screws
“big”
no
defect
“big” one unbalance
defect
screw
“big” six unbalance
defect
screws
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Fig. 10. Distribution of mean energy of event and number of events pairs on parameter plane

Fig. 11. Distribution of mean skewness of event and number of events pairs on parameter plane
To perform the separation process, subspaces
must be defined for each separable state. The
separation process can be performed as an iteration
process. The depth of this process can be related to
the number of accessible parameters and the degree
of problem complexity. In the analysed case, a twoiteration separation can be used. In the first iteration,

the parameter plane, which gives the best separation
of data for degradation degree is used. After
determination of the degree of degradation,
depending on the need, different parameters, from
different frequency bands, are used for analysis of
the degree of unbalance. Markov models or neural
networks can be then used as a tool for
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determination of the degradation scenario [11]. In
case of big number of analysed parameters
combinations it is possible to use neural classifiers
such as SVM or NBV [12, 13] to increase quality of
classification of technical state.

[9]

5. CONCLUSIONS
The performed analysis proves that high
frequency components of signals recorded for
working bearings can be used to determine its
technical state. It was demonstrated that based on
acoustic emission parameters calculated for the
acoustic time signal, it is possible to conclude about
changes in the technical state of a bearing. The
separation performed on parameter plane allows to
determine the state of unbalance. Further research
will be carried out for higher number of different
technical stages and types of degradation.
Additionally work related to implementation of
the hidden Markov models, as tools to determine the
degradation stage and degradation scenario, will be
preformed in the future.
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THE ANALYSIS OF MULTI-SECTION CONCEPT FOR AN ACTIVE
AIR HEADREST
Marek JAĝKIEWICZ, Tomasz L. STAēCZYK
Kielce University of Technology, Department of Vehicle and Mechanical Equipment,
7 Tysiąclecia PaĔstwa Polskiego Ave., PL – 25 314 Kielce, Poland

Summary
In the following paper there was built a mathematical model of 13 degrees of freedom which
shows a man-driver model in a sitting position with a fastened seatbelt. Next a multi-section
concept of a headrest was shown, and in fact an ideal protection of the back of head and spine.
There was conducted a simulation of protective activity of a headrest with the use of a man-model.
Obtained results have been used to conduct the analysis which show the influence of headrest
activation time and the level of its filling-in on its protective features.
Key words: passive safety, collisions.
ANALIZA KONCEPCJI WIELOSEKCYJNEGO POWIETRZNEGO ZAGàÓWKA AKTYWNEGO
Streszczenie
W pracy zbudowano model matematyczny o 13 stopniach swobody przedstawiający czáowiekakierowcĊ w pozycji siedzącej, zapiĊtego pasami. NastĊpnie przedstawiono koncepcjĊ
wielosekcyjnego zagáówka a w zasadzie idealnej tylnej ochrony gáowy i krĊgosáupa. Wykonano
symulacjĊ ochronnego dziaáania tego zagáówka z wykorzystaniem opracowanego modelu
czáowieka. Uzyskane wyniki wykorzystano do przeprowadzenia analiz pokazujących wpáyw czasu
uruchomienia zagáówka oraz stopnia jego napeánienia na wáaĞciwoĞci ochronne zagáówka.
Sáowa kluczowe: bezpieczeĔstwo bierne, zderzenia.
1. INTRODUCTION
In papers [3] and [11] was shown that air
headrests are better protection during a front
collision than mechanical headrests. During the
contact of head with a headrest the collision event
does not occur and head is smoothly stopped [2, 4,
9]. However, such headrests have their
disadvantages, too. Firstly, horizontal displacement
of headrests is little, therefore head further on for
longer period of time of its back movement is not
protected. Secondly, their activation time
(deployment) has to be adjusted to anthropometric
features of a driver. You cannot use average
headrest activation time because for one group it
will be too early and for another too late.
Apart from the above-mentioned disadvantages,
a big drawback for all headrests is the fact that they
have to be placed at the same height as head. If
their height varies from head, they do not provide
sufficient protection [1, 5, 7]. Much worse is lower
position of a headrest to the position of head
because in such a case not only it does not fulfil its
function but it is instrumental in (intensifies)
contusion of an upper spine part [6, 8, 10].

2. CONSTRUCTION OF MAN-DRIVER
MODEL
The following assumptions have been taken into
consideration during the construction of
a mathematical model of a man-driver sitting in
a seat, fastened with seatbelts, for car collision
computer simulation:
– flat model (movements in an XOZ car plane in
further considerations marked as XoOYo
plane),
– model elements (particular solids) are treated as
perfectly stiff,
– the arrangement of stiff solids that corresponds to
particular parts of the body,
– the location of weight centres and moments of
inertia of particular solids are known,
– solids are linked by joints with a linear stiffness
and damping, which can turn,
– no spaces occur among particular solids,
– the only input influencing the system is Vx initial
speed,
– chest bend has not been taken into consideration,
– belts are modelled as linear spring-damping
elements of Kelvin-Voigt,
air bag has been modelled as a linear springdamping element of Kelvin-Voigt.
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the photos from a crash test conducted in the
Automotive Industry Institute where particular
number of opening air-bag sections were drawn into
the photos between car seat back and dummy
depending on dummy and car seat location. A fully
opened 5-section air-bag would allow for longer
dispersion of kinetic energy of human body, thus
with longer way of stopping the body, decelerations
would be much smaller.

Fig. 1. The structure of a man-driver
model of 13 degrees of freedom
For the above-mentioned model movement
equations were formulated with the use of
Lagrange's II type equations. These equations are
presented in paper [3]. Full identification of
stiffness and damping parameters which occur in
the models has been presented in papers [3,12].

Fig. 2. The concept of the functioning
of head back and spine ideal
protection – 2 sections activated

3. CONSTRUCTION AND FUNCTIONING
CONCEPT OF A HEADREST
The following three pictures present the concept
of air-bag functioning, which ideally protects
against injuries of a head-on collision. Such an airbag is divided into sections. The number and
activation time of particular sections are steered
dependent on real driver body movement. Its
functioning would be the following: when a driver
body moves to a certain distance forward the
headrest (air-bags) is activated. The level of X
direction displacement would be a key indicator
deciding on the number of air-bag sections opened.
The number of activated sections would be
determined by a managing processor depending on
a registered impulse during car collision or the
signals from micro-sensors which register body
movements. During little displacement, for instance
only two sections would be activated (fig. 2)
whereas during a bigger head displacement and
very little displacement of the trunk – three upper
sections (fig. 3), etc. The further forward human
body is displaced, the more air-bag sections are
filled resulting in further displacement forward.
Such an air-bag would not only influence head but
also protect neck and trunk. The damping force
would be obtained by means of opened valves. The
amount of such force would be measured and
depend on the number of opened valves. During a
big driver displacement forward all sections of an
air-bag would be opened (fig.4). The concept of
protection system functioning has been presented in

Fig. 3. The concept of the functioning of head
back and spine ideal protection – 3 upper
sections activated

Fig. 4. The concept of the functioning of head
back and spine ideal protection – 5 sections
activated
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4. THE ANALYSIS OF HEADREST
FUNCTIONING
4.1. The cooperation of headrest with head
For air headrests it is crucial to select optimal
activation time. To facilitate the analysis and the
interpretation of displacement routes presented in
figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 in fig. 5, were shown four
typical situations which can occur in cooperation
with a headrest (Xheadrest blue line) with head (Xhead
red line). Arrows show head and headrest
displacement directions. We shall consider four
examples of the cooperation between head and
headrest. 5a) example shows a case when a headrest
is activated too late. A headrest being filled hit a
returning head. This is the most dangerous case
from the above-mentioned four. Headrest
displacement is opposite to head displacement. 5b)
example illustrates a case of correct headrest
activation. The headrest managed to be filled and
the phase of headrest emptying begins. Returning
head lay gently on to the headrest. 5c) example
shows a case when a headrest is activated too early.
Returning head hits a partly filled headrest.
Protection is much less than 5b) example. 5d)
example illustrates a case of very early opening of a
headrest. The headrest after opening already
managed to empty itself and then the head hits an
empty headrest. In such a case protection is less
than in 5c) example.

Fig. 6. Multi-section air headrest
horizontal displacement with marked
estimated movement area
Maximum horizontal headrest displacement
amounts to 0.53m. It was assumed that minimum
headrest opening amounts to 0.08m. For a
maximum displacement, the time of headrest full
opening equals t=0.02 s.
For a full estimation of its protective
functioning, the above-mentioned headrest
displacement needs to be set and compared with
head displacements. To check how a protective
functioning of such a headrest would look like, its
displacement was indicated on a common graph
with horizontal head displacements of a manmodel. Fig. 7, 8, 9 and 10 set headrest
displacements and horizontal head displacements of
a man-model for different times of activation.

Fig. 7. Horizontal head displacements of a manmodel and displacements of a multi-section air
headrest at activation time t=0.090s
Fig. 5. Possible situations of the cooperation
between headrest and head: a) too late headrest
opening – a headrest hits head while being filled in
(increase of X value in time function), b) correct
opening – contact with head straight after full filling
of a headrest, c) too early opening – a headrest
contact head while being emptied, d) very early
opening - a headrest will get emptied before head
contacts it
4.2 The analysis of headrest protective
functioning
Having analysed the functioning of multisection air headrest it is recommended to show
different values of its horizontal displacement
(different levels of filling-in). Fig. 6 shows
horizontal displacement of multi-section air
headrest on the head level with indicated movement
area.

Fig. 7 shows an optimal protection for a head of
a man-model at the second level of filling-in. The
headrest displaces at the distance of 0.26m. At such
a headrest displacement, knowing time for its full
opening, to obtain full and optimal protection in
such a case, a headrest should start its activity in
time t=0.090 s. Such time will provide for the most
efficient protection of the back of head and an
upper spine part while 50% opening. At the
maximum headrest displacement even an early
opening of a headrest does not solve the problem as
the headrest will simply get displaced further than a
man-model which means that a deployed air-bag
will hit the back of a man. If there was a need for
protection at smaller displacement, then smaller
number of deployed air-bag sections is not enough.
There is a need for a better-determined activation
time. At activation time t=0.090 s., an air-bag will
get emptied before head leans on it.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 8. Horizontal head displacements of a manmodel and displacements of a multi-section air
headrest for activation time t=0.112s
Fig. 8 shows optimal protection for man-model
head at the least level of filling-in. A headrest
displaces at the distance of 0.08m. In such a case to
obtain optimal protection, a headrest should begin
its activity in time t=0.112 s. Such time will provide
the most effective protection of head and an upper
spine part at its least filling-in level. For the rest of
headrest filling-in levels, activation time will be too
late. In all cases, a returning head will hit a headrest
while being filled in.

Fig. 9. Horizontal head displacements of a manmodel and displacements of a multi-section air
headrest at activation time t=0.072s

Fig. 10. Horizontal head displacements of a manmodel and displacements of a multi-section air
headrest at activation time t=0.072s with indicated
level of filling-in
Fig. 9 shows a case where for average headrest
filling-in, time of its activation is too early and for
maximum headrest filling-in, both time and level of
filling-in are not adjusted do head displacement. In
fig. 10 additional level of headrest filling-in has
been marked (green colour). For such a filling-in
level, activation time of t= 0.072s is right time of
correct activation of a headrest which provides for
optimal protection of man-model head.

The concept of multi-section air headrest
presented in the paper in not only a theoretical one
but a possible to be realized in current technical
conditions. The above-mentioned analysis show
that for right protection of an upper spine part it is
not always enough to limit horizontal headrest
displacement. It is also needed to adjust its opening
time. Too early opening results in a headrest being
emptied before head contacts it and too late will
lead to collision with the back of head.
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DETERMINATIONS OF SHOCK ABSORBER DUMPING CHARACTERISTICS
TAKING STROKE VALUE INTO CONSIDERATION ACCOUNT
àukasz KONIECZNY, Rafaá BURDZIK, Jan WARCZEK
The Silesian University of Technology, Faculty of Transport
KrasiĔskiego 8, 40-019 Katowice, Poland fax./tel. 6034166 lukasz.konieczny@polsl.pl
Summary
The paper presents the results of the hydraulic vehicle shock absorbers’ researches on indicator
test stand. The front twin tube hydraulic shock absorber for Fiat Punto was researched. The aim of
this investigation was to determine the dumping characteristics (points of force for maximum linear
velocity) taking stroke value into account. The stroke and rotary velocities were selected so that to
different combinations the same maximum linear velocity was taken. For that extortion parameters
the influence of stroke value on force versus displacement and force versus velocity diagrams was
determined. The dumping surface in stoke and linear velocity function was determined too.
Keywords: shock-absorbers, dumping characteristics.
WYZNACZENIE CHARAKTERYSTYK TàUMIENIA AMORTYZATORA
SAMOCHODOWEGO PRZY UWZGLĉDNIENIU WARTOĝCI SKOKU
Streszczenie
W ramach pracy przeprowadzono badania hydraulicznego amortyzatora samochodowego na
stanowisku indykatorowym. Obiektem badaĔ byá bezciĞnieniowy dwururowy amortyzator
hydrauliczny stosowany w zawieszeniu przednim samochodu marki Fiat Punto. Celem
przeprowadzonych badaĔ byáo wyznaczenie punktowych charakterystyk táumienia (wartoĞci siá
táumienia dla maksymalnych wartoĞci prĊdkoĞci liniowej) przy dodatkowym uwzglĊdnieniu
wartoĞci skoku roboczego. WartoĞci skoku i prĊdkoĞci kątowej zostaáy tak dobrane, aby przy
róĪnych kombinacjach otrzymaü zbliĪone wartoĞci maksymalnej prĊdkoĞci liniowej. Dla tak
dobranych parametrów wymuszenia okreĞlono wpáyw skoku na ksztaát przebiegów wykresów
prĊdkoĞciowych i charakterystyk punktowych. Wyznaczono takĪe powierzchniĊ siá táumienia w
funkcji prĊdkoĞci liniowej i skoku.
Sáowa kluczowe: amortyzatory samochodowe, charakterystyki táumienia.
1. INTRODUCTION
In simulation research of suspension dynamic the
vehicle shock absorber is described as the element of
viscosity dumping and the dumping force depends
only on linear velocity function. For low frequency
extortion apparent stiffness effect and the influence
of stroke value on dumping characteristic are not
taken for consideration.
In real conditions of shock absorber work the
axel resonance frequency is higher than the body
resonance frequency and the amplitude of these
vibrations is small. In these conditions the direction
of piston move is often changed and small quantity
of oil is flowed by valve. This is cause the
differences in dumping force in case of higher
amplitude and lower frequency to lower amplitude
and higher frequency. On indicator test stand with
the sinusoidal extortion the change of maximum
linear velocity can be got in two ways: constant
stroke and changeable rotary velocity (frequency) or
constant rotary velocity and changeable stroke. In
scientific literature the authors often insist on thesis

that these two ways lead to this same results. This
thesis is true for low frequency of extortions. In real
conditions, frequency of extortions has got wide
range so for different amplitudes the linear velocity
can be over few m/s. The forms of loop determined
on indicator test stand differ considerable from
theoretical elliptic loop describing viscosity
dumpers. These differences are connected with
many factors: cavitations, valve inertia, oil
properties, friction between moving parts and many
other. These factors show that the dumping
characteristics are dependent from stroke too. The
example of investigations where results (dumping
force) are presented as surface in stoke and linear
velocity function [9] shows fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Dumping surface in stoke and linear velocity
function [9]

To measure of forces the bi-directional
extensometer sensor was used (range of sensor was
5 kN). The linear displacement of shock absorbers
lower end is measured too. To measure linear
displacement inductive displacement sensor PTx 200
was used. The analog signal from these sensors are
recorded using SigLab 20-22A with high frequency
sampling (2048 [Hz]).The minimum 15-th stress
cycle (bound and rebound) was recorded every
time. The analog signals were filtering with FIR
(finite impulse response) filter and the forcedisplacement diagrams are the average of all
recorded cycles.
The twin tube hydraulic shock absorber for front
suspension of Fiat Punto was researched (fig.3).
Before the measurement procedure the shock
absorber was initially heated up to temperature
stabilization.

2. INDICATOR TEST STAND AND
RESEARCH OBJECT

Measurement
system

Fig. 2. The indicator test stand view and kinematic
scheme: 1- electric motor, 2- frequency converter, 3belt transmission, 4- eccentric system, 5- slider
ways, 6- force sensor, 7- shock absorber.
This test stand is electric engine driven. The
rotary velocity of engine is controlled by frequency
converter. The belt transmission with cog belt
connects the engine and the eccentric system with
arm. Length of this arm determines the stroke in
research and can by changeable by steps about 4
[mm]. The rotary move of eccentric system is
changed into linear move of slider.
The lower end of shock absorber is mounted in
slider. The piston rod is mounted in force sensor
where the dumping force is measured.

Fig. 3. The twin tube hydraulic shock absorber for
front suspension of Fiat Punto
3. ANALYSE OF RESEARCH RESULTS
For determining set of shock absorber dumping
characteristics, series of researches for different
combinations of stroke value and rotary velocity was
made. For every stoke, the frequency of extortion
was chosen so as to set the same maximum linear
velocity every time.
The results of researches show the cumulative
force versus displacement (fig.4) and force versus
velocity diagrams (fig.5)
The shape of loop on force versus velocity
diagrams is changed in stroke function. For higher
strokes and higher frequency they are visibility
curvature. These curvatures are made adequately to
time moment of open bump and rebound values. For
low stroke this curvatures aren’t visible and the
shape of loop is similar to elliptic curve.

force [N]

The researches were made on indicator test
stand. On this stand can be determined force versus
displacement and force versus velocity diagrams for
selecting strokes and velocities[1, 3, 6, 7, 8]. The
Faculty of Transport at the Silesian University of
Technology is in the possession of mechanical
indicator test stand [2, 4, 5]. The view of indicator
test stand and kinematic scheme of this stand
presents fig 2.

displacement [mm]

stroke [mm]

Fig. 4. Force versus displacement diagrams ( each
color for different stroke)
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velocity [m/s]

stroke [mm]

velocity [m/s]

Fig. 8. Dumping force characteristic for bump (each
color for different stroke)

force [N]

force [N]

Fig. 5. Force versus velocity diagrams (each color
for different maximum linear velocity)

velocity [m/s]

Fig. 6. Force versus velocity diagrams for chosen
maximum linear velocity 0.1 [m/s] (each color for
different stroke)

velocity [m/s]

Fig. 9. Dumping force characteristic for rebound
(each color for different stroke)

force [N]

Analyse of obtaining points dumping
characteristics for bound and rebound let state that
for low strokes and higher maximum linear
velocities the force of dumping is lower for bump
and for rebound.

Fig. 7. Force versus velocity diagrams for chosen
maximum linear velocity 0.3 [m/s] (each color for
different stroke)
On fig 6 and 7 there are shown diagrams for
different strokes. For maximum linear velocity
above 0.1 m/s there are not any visible differences.
For maximum linear velocity above 0.3 m/s there are
visible differences related to time moment of open
bump and rebound values. The next fig. 8 and 9
show set of shock absorber dumping characteristics
series (force points for maximum linear velocity for
different strokes).

force [N]

velocity [m/s]

stroke [mm]
velocity [m/s]

Fig.10. Dumping force surface in stroke and linear
velocity function
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The dumping characteristics for bump and
rebound presented on fig 8 and 9 were expanded in
second parameter (stroke) so this way the dumping
surface in stroke and linear velocity function was
made (fig10).
4. CONCLUSION
The results presented in paper show some
disadvantages and simplification resulting from
taking dumping characteristics of shock absorber
only as a function of maximum linear velocity.
Particularly that form of describing of shock
absorber dumping
characteristics is used in
simulation research of vehicle dynamic. The analyse
of presented results put emphasis on the influence of
some factors like cavitations or valve inertia on
shape of loop on force versus velocity diagrams and
dumping forces on dumping characteristics. For
higher maximum linear velocity and short stroke on
dumping characteristics the dumping forces are
lower than forces for long short for bump and
rebound. These results will be used in simulation
researches while taking into account dumping force
as surface.
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PROPOSAL FOR THE METHOD OF DETERMINING THE MOST INTENSIVE
FRAGMENTS RIVET JOINS APPEARING THE SHELL AIR PANELS
WORKING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF TENSION FIELD
Jarosáaw MAēKOWSKI, Jerzy OSIēSKI, Przemysáaw RUMIANEK
Instytut Podstaw Budowy Maszyn, Politechnika Warszawska
ul. Narbutta 84, 02-524 Warszawa, fax: (+48 22) 234 86 22, email: jarosáaw.mankowski@simr.pw.edu.pl
Jerzy JACHIMOWICZ
Katedra Mechaniki i Informatyki Stosowanej, Wojskowa Akademia Techniczna
Summary
This article presents the methodology for determining seam rivet fragments most exposed to
fatigue damage caused by buckling cover sheet occurring in the semi-monocoque structures. The
present study is focused on determining the impact of the tension field, which is one of the cases
of buckling, the state of the burden and strain of riveted joints occurring in shell structures. The
conditions in which tension field arise for example two-flange girder were also examined.
Analysis was also performed to explore micro-slides between the rivet and the hole in the
conditions of normal and torsional loads of combined sheets.
The presented method allows both the determination of dangerous places, susceptible to the
tension field for the whole structure, as well as a detailed analysis of selected parts of the structure
- which can be useful, especially in the design of structures on the basis of supervising durability.
Keywords: shell structures, semi-monocoque structures, riveted joints, tension field, FEM.
PROPOZYCJA METODY WYZNACZANIA NAJBARDZIEJ WYTĉĩONYCH FRAGMENTÓW
SZWÓW NITOWYCH WYSTĉPUJĄCYCH W CIENKOĝCIENNYCH PANELACH
LOTNICZYCH PRACUJĄCYCH POD WPàYWEM POLA CIĄGNIEē
Streszczenie
Celem artykuáu jest przedstawienie metodyki okreĞlania najbardziej naraĪonych na zniszczenie
zmĊczeniowe, spowodowane wybaczaniem blach pokrycia, fragmentów szwów nitowych
wystĊpujących w konstrukcjach póáskorupowych. W niniejszej pracy skupiono siĊ na okreĞleniu
wpáywu pola ciągnieĔ, które jest jednym z przypadków wyboczenia, na stan obciąĪeĔ
i odksztaáceĔ poáączeĔ nitowych wystĊpujących w konstrukcjach cienkoĞciennych. Zbadano
warunki powstawania pola ciągnieĔ na przykáadzie dĨwigara dwupasowego. Wykonano równieĪ
analizy mające na celu zbadanie mikropoĞlizgów pomiĊdzy nitem a otworem w warunkach
obciąĪeĔ normalnych i skrĊtnych áączonych blach.
Przedstawiona w pracy metoda, pozwala zarówno na okreĞlenie miejsc niebezpiecznych,
podatnych na dziaáanie pola ciągnieĔ, dla caáej konstrukcji; jak i przeprowadzenie szczegóáowej
analizy wybranych fragmentów konstrukcji - co moĪe byü przydatne, zwáaszcza przy
projektowaniu konstrukcji na trwaáoĞü dozorowaną.
Sáowa kluczowe: konstrukcje cienkoĞcienne, póáskorupowe, poáączenia nitowe, pole ciągnieĔ, MES.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Riveted joints are classified as persistent
connections, in which parts do not change their
positions relative to each other. Therefore, design
of riveted joints usually comes down to check the
basic conditions, such as strength of shear and
pressure. This is a simplification in which the
residual stresses resulting from the technological
process are not taken into account, in which there is
rivet clenching [1-3]. The fact that the riveted joints

occurring in aircraft structures are overlooked, but
in reality are at least partly rubbing joints [4, 5]. In
this case, it appears that the basic conditions for
checking the strength may be insufficient or may be
in significant degree to limit the possibility of the
development of a structure due to the need for
additional factors of safety. In some special cases it
can prove disastrous - as in the case of Boeing 737
Aloha Airlines in-flight No. 243 [6], in which the
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main cause of the accident1 was multi-focal
coverage cracks along the riveted joint and
destruction of a big part of the hull. Examples of
multi-focal fatigue cracks of air structures can be
found for example in [7], where the authors present
the results of shell structures made of natural scale.
Currently, in order to avoid accidents, properly
designed shell construction is built with an
appropriate2 supply of safety in relation to the
service loads and do not really have concerns that it
will be destroyed suddenly during normal
exploitation. Today, the struggle leads to an
extension of overhaul life through: firstly increasing the fatigue life, secondly - to increase
safety by monitoring the damage - which allows the
replacement of worn components and nonthreatened exploitation of the whole object.
Air structures are subjected to very high and
variable load in time. They are also differentiated
with reference to the character of the amplitude and
load - a combination of elements of these structures
are the most vulnerable to damage as a result they
must meet very high demands. Significant values of
loads acting on the construction sites, often
associated with the occurrence of large
displacements parts of the structure, make the
riveted seams move very large in value, and
complex states of loading [8]. Since the life-time of
an aircraft largely depends on the durability of its
connections around the world, research on this topic
has since intensifed [2, 3, 9-15]. On this basis it can
be concluded that the occurrence of local stress
concentrations, have a substantial impact relative
displacement of joints components, caused by
service loads. This applies especially to the semimonocoque structures3 where there is a definite
change load conditions beyond the critical forces leading to the formation of an additional burden of
large gradients loads in the seam riveted joint
length [8]. In such a situation, it becomes necessary
to take it into account in the design process because
of the relatively large cover deformations in the
1

Described event is called the air accident Regulation of the Minister of Transport from
18.01.2007 – in case about air accidents and
incidents, Dz. U. 27.02.2007.
2
The overall safety factor currently used in
aviation, is 1.5.
3
Semi-monocoque structure - it is such a shell
structure in which elements of the cover is very thin
in relation to elements of the framework, and
therefore may be a local loss of stability of elastic
recovery, while the structure for loads exceeding
the maximum operating loads, due to the small
thickness - cover elements can work rather than
flexion membrane and bending moments and the
local bending is taken over by elements of the
framework (the bending stress in the elements of
cover are very small and usually does not exceed
5%) [21, 22]

riveted joint accompanying the buckling of that
cover.
2. COVER BUCKLING - PROBLEMS IN
CONNECTION WITH ANALYSIS SHELL
STRUCTURES WORKING IN OVERCRITICAL STATE
The necessity to pay special attention to the
structural analysis for the over-critical state, is also
connected with another important, yet relatively
new issue, which is the change in approach to
determining the time to damage the structure.
Keeping in mind that one of the characteristics
features of aircraft structures, which affects the
design process, is very long life of 20-30 years or
more and taking into account their cost of
production, extension of overhaul life and extension
of their life this translates into very high costs.
Thus, in aviation, is gaining great importance in
determining the service life extension than at the
time, but according to technical condition, for
example by supervising durability using damage
tolerance [16-19]. In this case, damage tolerance
may be authorized for one or more elements.
A shortcoming of life according to time is a fact
that it is not possible to foresee all possible cases of
load and working conditions, and therefore assumes
the most unfavourable conditions of work and will
determine the time overhaul life. Exploitation by
supervising durability can significantly prolong the
safe operation. This approach to sustainability,
however, requires carrying out many detailed
research and analysis for determining which
charges and what mechanisms cause the
destruction. Examples of such activities could be
found in [3, 10, 11, 20]. They presented the results
of research and analysis of local and micro-local
phenomena, occurring in rivet joints, caused by
closing the rivet.
In the case of riveted construction, a very
important problem is to identify dangerous places
- places in the structure, which needs special
attention. This implies a need to address many
issues affecting the phenomena at the micro level,
from which usually begins joints degradation. This
is particularly important in the case of semimonocoque structure, which is allowed to lose the
cover stability in elastic range, which further
complicates the problem. Structural analysis in the
over-critical state, belong to a very complex and
require both vast knowledge and experience, the
implementation of a series of studies, as well as
possession of computer equipment with very high
computing power. The scale of the problem, in
cases of complex shell structures, is shown clearly
by the contents of the document published in 2002
by NASA4 [23]. In this document, section 6.1.1.7
4

NASA - National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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(buckling and destruction) describes the
methodology of analysis and loading in cases of
shell structures, which should include an analysis of
buckling. Also indicates that for the analysis of
thin-walled shell appropriate "reduction" factor
should be applied that takes into account the
differences between classical theory and
experimental results of the burden, which causes
loss of stability. Mainly due to the fact that the
occurrence of tension field (one of the forms of
buckling) cannot be ruled out.

x second phase, in which the load exceeds the
critical force in this case the state of stress in the
coating is a superposition of pure shear CS and
tensile stress resulting from folding the cover,
so the tension field IPC (2), the second phase is
called the incomplete tension field and
identified NPC6;
V PC V CS  V IPC
(2)

3.

x third phase, in which the load is so large that
there is no longer just a clean cutting stress
stretching IPC (3); of course this is a purely
theoretical case, but may be taken into account
for very thin covers.

TENSION FIELD

Tension field – special case buckling covered by
the shell structures, formed by the action of
tangential forces5.
In 1928, H. Wagner presented the trial, in which
a thin shell of the transverse stiffeners subjected to
load, gave rise to a diagonal fold [24]. He
demonstrated that uprising buckling of cover
doesn’t destroy constructions until transverse
stiffeners work only on compression (until stability
is lost). This had a huge impact on the approach to
the design of shell structures.
The essence of tension field is that in spite of
charging to cover only the tangential forces in
coverage after exceeding the critical load, there is
a complex state of stress in Fig. 1.

V CS

(1  k )W ; V IPC

V PC

V IPC

( k 1)

2kW
;
sin( 2D )

2W
sin(2D )

(3)

Structural damage as a result of the tension field
may occur when:
x the strength of the material covering the tension
is exceeded - will tear the substance;
x the critical force for the elements of the skeleton
is reached, due to the increasing normal force
and the emergence of the load perpendicular to
the axis of rods of the framework.

Fig. 2. Deformation of the cover was
created in bended thin-walled girder

Fig. 1. State of stress in tension field
In the case of the tension field it should be
divided into three phases depending on the value of
the load:
x first phase, in which the load does not exceed
the critical load, therefore, the coverage is only
pure shear CS (1), in principle, should not even
talk about the tension field:
V PC V CS W
(1)

Fig. 3. Deformation of a cover in the
simplified model of an aircraft fuselage
section, which is subject to torsion

6
5

Definition based on [28].

NPC - incomplete tension field, the term
introduced by Professor Zbigniew Brzoska [28].
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In real structures, the problem of the tension
field most often occurs in thin-walled girders
(Fig. 2) and the external covering of aircraft,
especially in covering the fuselage, which include
subjection to torsion (Fig. 3).
A detailed summary of the phenomenon
presented by Paul Kuhn of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics in 19527, and then fully
structured description of this phenomenon, posted
a comprehensive monograph on the analysis of
shell structures [25], published in 1956. Other
important items, which contain a number of details
about the tension field, are: [24] published in 19608,
[26] published in 19619 and [27] published in
196510. In 1965 he appeared in revised and enlarged
edition of the book, "Statics and stability of
structures" [28]. The next thesis, which concerns
the subject of tension field were based on the work
of J. P. Timoshenko, P. Kuhn, and Z. Brzoska.
4. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH AND
ANALYSIS
As already noted, the tension field is
a phenomenon whose occurrence is closely
associated with shell structures. It occurs both in
the outer covering of shell structures and in shell
girders covering. Therefore, in order to assess the
impact of this specific type of buckling load on the
state of riveted joints, a series of analysis or test of
the proposed structure was performed.
Analysis can be divided into three groups
depending on the scale of the model. The proposed
models are:
x global model (entire structure or a sufficiently
large part of it) - the analysis of such a model is
to answer charges relating to merger riveted
joint and the location of vulnerable parts of the
structure [29, 30] (an example of a global model
is shown on Fig. 4);
x local model (selected portion of the structure) the analysis of this model is used in determining
the movements of dangerous places (such as
a local model is shown in Fig. 5);
x micro-local model - (appropriately sized
fragment containing one or two rivets) - used to
perform two studies:
o analysis of closing the rivet, in order to
determine the initial stresses and strains
introduced into the model;
o riveted joint call for an analysis of stresses
and deformations introduced and applied
7

A SUMMARY OF DIAGONAL TENSION, Kuhn Paul
(information is posted on the basis of [23] First
Edition)
8
Autor: Hertel Heinrich, Dr. Ing. O. Professor an
der Technischen Universitët Berli
9
Autor: Zbigniew Brzoska Dr InĪ. Profesor IPPT
PAN, PW.
10
Autor: Jerzy Teisseyre Dr InĪ. Profesor IPPT
PAN, Politechnika Wrocáawska.

displacements obtained from the analysis of
local model - in order to obtain answers
about the stress concentrations and the size
of the relative displacements of individual
elements of the connection.

Rys. 4. FEM model of the fragment of the
wing (the main torque box) PZL M28
Skytruck - for selected treated as a global
analysis (to show the hidden internal structure
to cover the upper part of torque box)
Most of the analysis of tension field of impact
assessment on the state of riveted joints is carried
out using FEM. FEM systems have many features
in common - especially the basic elements and
models of library materials and computational
methods [31-33]. Results obtained from different
FEM systems, using the same model (the number of
elements, type of elements, the calculation method
and material models), should be the same. This
statement is purely theoretical. In practice, there is
another very important factor: namely, the FEM is
not the scientific method but approximate method in conjunction with the accuracy of the results still
depends on "numeric" - the applied methods of
solving equations and methods for their software.
Moreover, due to the sensitivity of this method for
numerical errors, the impact on the outcome is also
a class of computer equipment used for analysis.
Thus, in addition to the need to adapt to the analysis
of the available computer hardware and to resolve
the problem selection of an appropriate
methodology for modelling of riveted joints, it
depends on: first, the scale model, and secondly on
the requirements associated with the introduction of
charges. Until that time, some interesting theses in
which, special emphasis on the above issues.
The problem of modelling methods of riveted
joints to the environment of one or more rivets were
raised in [34, 35]. These theses contain examples of
different ways of modelling riveted joints and
guidance on the scope of applicability of the
methods discussed in them. The problem of
modelling global structures, which are riveted
joints, has been addressed in [29, 36]. Particularly
important is the thesis of [29], which has been
shown that the influence of internal stresses caused
by clenching a rivet is local and does not exceed 810 rivet diameters. Above this limit, the modelling
process of the rivet does not matter. Based on the
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results cited in the theses, we can conclude that
building a local model for analysis, should be
elected for more than a dozen area of the rivet
diameter, and should be modelled, at least in a
simplified manner, the phenomenon of contact.
Micro-local model should be extended to cover
from one to several rivets, including all contact
pairs. However, building a global model
construction, the rivet model can be replaced by a
single beam element, or may be omitted. Today,
despite major simplifications in global models, it
puts ever greater demands on such analysis,
because they allow for precise determination of risk
areas and are the source of the data (stress,
displacement) for analysis on a local scale and
micro-local.
Therefore, it is necessary to carry out many
studies, aimed at optimal finite element models for
each stage of the analysis, because the same models
will be used during subsequent analysis. The work
can be divided into four stages.
4.1. Stage 1 - Preliminary analysis of
construction - a global model

of structural solutions, in which there are problems
with the drawings on the field, three examples were
selected: classical two-flange girder, two-belt girder
with holes in coverage and the spatial structure of a
fragment corresponding to the aircraft fuselage
subjected to twisting, and then made their global
models and conducted appropriate analysis. The
obtained results allow, inter alia, to identify highrisk places in the structure which should be
subjected to a thorough analysis. Over these results
the analysis global-local models were used to
determine charges, (step 2)12. The results of the
thesis have been published in [37-39].
4.2. Stage 2 - Analysis of a chosen structure local model
This phase includes analysis of the construction
areas especially threatened by the stress
concentration and buckling in the action from the
tension field Fig. 6 Verification should especially
burden the state and deformation of the rivet seams
[29, 30].

In the initial design phase to make a preliminary
analysis of the construction to determine the basic
dimensions of the carrying structure (cross-sections
of skeletal elements, sheet thickness) and between
other levels of burden riveted joints. The purpose of
this analysis is also the general designation of the
displacements and stresses in the structure, which is
the starting point for many other detailed analyses.
An example of this global analysis can be reduced
tensions in the map coverage of the visible portion
of the wing buckling coverage zones depicted in
Fig. 5, obtained for one of the manoeuvring loads
[29].

Fig. 5. Reduced stress (by H-M-H11) [MPa]
and the displacement in the model wing. The
apparent local loss of stability

Fig. 6. The combination of riveting, a local
model of the wing - reduced stress (by H-MH) [MPa] - frame and cover on the side of
formed rivet heads
The remainder of the paper presents results of
calculations of the air panel sample, for which we
were a "classic" analysis of the connection and the
riveted joint analysis of the FEM, with emphasis on
the combination of riveting. Based on the results of
the choice of the most loaded rivets for detailed
analysis of a single rivet. Obtained at this stage, the
results were used to determine the burden for the
analysis of micro - local models (stage 4). They will
also be used to prepare the test program (stage 3).
12

In the course of this thesis, actions taken include
the implementation of the initial design and
analysis of sample designs. After reading a number
11

H-M-H - reduced stress by hypothesis Huber Mises - Hencky
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The concept of a global model is contractual in
nature and smooth, and is understood as a model
superior to the other model, which in this case is
considered to be local, or subordinate. Otherwise,
the global model can be considered as a local
example, presented as part of the wing is a local
model for the entire model, or an entire wing of the
aircraft.
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4.3. Stage 3 - Research - Review FEM models

6.

Due to the rapidly growing opportunities and
the development of FEM software hardware,
computing tools get more powerful. This allows the
analysis of increasingly complex cases. At the same
time, the field analysis of complex, nonlinear
problems is relatively new and therefore there is
a small number of publications with real test
results. If these facts are combined with the fact that
the FEM systems are excellent tools and the "by
oneself" do not count, it becomes necessary to
perform the test on real objects, to verify the FEM
models - in this case, the analysis is used to calls
riveted joint. At this stage the preparation of the
assumptions and tests connections, whose results
will be used to verify the calculation method.
Another important factor is to design a test sample
in such a way as to be representative and have as
many features of a connection that will be present
in the actual construction. In particular, attention
should be paid to the selection of the load..
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4.4. Stage 4 - Detailed analysis of the riveted
joint calls - the micro-local model
At this stage, using data from the local model
(stage 2) and assumptions for the implementation of
the FEA model, as evidenced by test results
(stage 3), followed by preparation of finite element
models for detailed analysis of the riveted joint
connection of the test structure. The results of the
analysis on the model of micro-local, allow to
determine the degree of stress concentration and to
assess the intensity of co-movements of the surface
- which allows for detailed and very accurate
assessment of the test portion of the joint.
5.

SUMMARY

Riveted seams occurring in shell structures,
especially semi-monocoque structures, are exposed
to the difficulty of determining the load caused by
buckling of coverage. A special case of this type of
load is a tension field.
The proposed method allows the selection of the
most heavily loaded portion of rivet seams, and
then to isolate a single rivet environment where
stress is the greatest. This is particularly important
in the design of structures on the stability of the
supervised control of damage tolerance. Knowledge
of the biggest areas of stress, pressure and relative
displacement of elements is essential in determining
potential sites for crack initiation, and the
knowledge of the stress field can identify the
direction and speed of propagation.
In the proposed method of performance
analysis, based on the use of FEM. Please note that
this method is approximate and, therefore, is
required for experimental verification of models
and analysis.
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Summary
This paper focuses on the application of the impact-echo method for the full scale tests conducted on
concrete bridge cantilever beams and a floor slab. The method uses the phenomenon of propagating
waves induced by an impact and registered by one or two accelerometers. Experimental studies proved
the applicability of the impact-echo method for damage detection in the considered concrete structural
elements.
Keywords: ultrasonic testing, impact echo, concrete structures.
NIENISZCZĄCA DIAGNOSTYKA KONSTRUKCJI BETONOWYCH BELEK WSPORNIKOWYCH
I PàYTY STROPOWEJ ZA POMOCĄ METODY IMPACT ECHO
Streszczenie
Praca poĞwiĊcona jest zastosowaniu fal sprĊĪystych na przykáadzie w metody impact-echo. Metoda ta
wykorzystuje zjawisko propagacji fal wzbudzanych przez mechaniczne uderzenie i ich pomiar za pomocą
jednego lub dwóch akcelerometrów. Przeprowadzone testy eksperymentalne dla betonowych wsporników
oraz stropu potwierdziáy skutecznoĞü metody w wykrywaniu uszkodzeĔ.
Sáowa kluczowe: diagnostyka ultradĨwiĊkowa, metoda impact-echo, konstrukcje betonowe.
1. INTRODUCTION

2. PRINCIPLE OF IMPACT ECHO METHOD

The so called destructive methods [1] are widely
used for diagnostics of concrete structures. They
require to extract a concrete sample from a structure
and laboratory tests to evaluate material properties.
They are considered to be very reliable. The nondestructive diagnostic methods, like ultrasonic
techniques, can be performed on the structure under
operation, providing quick estimation of concrete
quality [2], [3], [4].
The impact-echo technique was developed in the
1980s. This method belongs to sonic/ultrasonic
methods. The method is performed by impacting a
structural element by a special hammer to generate
elastic waves. Acceleration signals are recorded in
the selected points on the element. Then the spectral
analysis of the registered time-domain waveforms is
carried out. The technique enables to determine the
presence of the damage, its localization or it can be
used for measurement of the element thickness.
In this paper, two applications of the impact-echo
method are presented. In situ experimental studies
were carried out on cantilever beams of a bridge and
a concrete floor slab of the petrochemical machinery
supporting structure.

Impact-echo is a method for non-destructive
testing of concrete structures based on stress waves
propagating through the structure and reflecting by
potential flaws or structural boundaries. The stress
wave is generated by a mechanical impact. Free
concrete surface is stroke by a steel ball and the time
signals (acceleration signals in this study) are
registered at selected points.

Fig. 1. Sketch showing principle of the impact echo
method: a) intact structure; b) damaged structure
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The principle of the impact-echo method is
presented in Fig. 1. Due to the impact, a longitudinal
wave (P-wave) and transverse wave (S-wave)
propagate into the interior of the structure and a
surface wave (R-wave) propagates along the surface.
Damage detection procedure is based on the spectral
analysis of registered time-domain waveforms. If an
intact structure is considered (Fig. 1a), the waveform
is dominated by sine wave of frequency f h , called
the thickness frequency:
fh

E cP / (2h) ,

(1)

where cP is a P-wave speed, h is a plate thickness
and E is a correction coefficient equals 0.96 for
plates [1]. Considering the plate with an internal
flaw (Fig. 1b), the low-amplitude, high-frequency
oscillations appears in the time signal. In this case,
the spectrum exhibits two amplitude peaks of
thickness frequency f h and frequency f d connected
with the reflection from damage:
fd

E cP / (2d ) ,

a)

b)

(2)

where d is a defect depth.
3. DIAGNOSTICS ON CONCRETE
CANTILEVER BEAMS OF THE BRIDGE

Fig. 2. The road bridge in Nowy Dwór GdaĔski:
a) the photo ; b) top view

3.1. Research object and motivation
The object of the study is the road bridge (Fig. 2)
in Nowy Dwór GdaĔski over the road no. 7 GdaĔskWarsaw. During construction process the cantilevers
of transverse beams were prestressed according to
the plan (this state is referred here as ‘state 0’). After
prestressing process, cracks and cavities appeared on
the cantilever surfaces (Fig. 3). Therefore repair
operation was undertaken in the form of additional
reinforcement and new gunite parts, but the cracks
were not injected before gunite process. The aim of
performed diagnostics was assessment of technical
condition of cantilevers after repair (this state is
referred here as ‘state 1’). The impact-echo method
was applied to non-destructive testing of the
considered structure.

Fig. 3. Damaged cantilever no. 4 after prestresing
a)

3.2. Field tests and results
The photo of data acquisition setup is presented
in Fig. 4. The elastic waves were induced by a
mechanical impactor in the form of a steel ball with
a handle. The diameter of the impactor was 5 mm,
what enables excitation of waves of frequency up to
58.2 kHz. The propagating signal was registered by
two accelerometers (a1 and a2 in Fig. 4b) connected
to the oscilloscope.

b)

Fig. 4. Field tests: a) instrumentation setup; b)
cantilever under examination
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Measurements have been made on two
cantilevers, no. 3 and no. 4, as indicated in Fig. 2b.
Waves were generated on the left side of the
cantilever, while the accelerations were measured on
the left side as well as the right side (Fig. 4b).
Measurements were performed at selected 59 points
distributed on the cantilever surfaces. Location of
measurement point is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
distance of the wave travelling was constant for each
point and equal to 0.986 m.
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Fig. 6 shows signals registered in point no. 6 for
the cantilever no. 3. The a1 signal is the acceleration
measured on the left side of the cantilever, while the
a2 is the acceleration measured on the right side,
after passing through the structure. The time-offlight th was 217.8 Ps what enabled to calculate
velocity of the P-wave as 4527.09 m/s. This
procedure was repeated in all selected points.

Fig. 5. Measurement points for cantilever
no. 4 with marked damaged areas
To damage assessment of considered structure,
velocities of propagating waves were applied. This
can be done, because a wave in homogeneous
material propagates faster and any flaws inside
causes reduction in the wave speed. This approach
was chosen, because the shape of the cantilever
resembles a cube, therefore in spectrum domain
reflections from the element boundaries could masks
reflections form defects.

Fig. 6. Acceleration signals measured in point
no. 6 for the cantilever no. 3

Fig. 7. Distribution of wave speeds in measurement points: a) cantilever at ‘state 1’; b) cantilever after injection
(‘state 2’)
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As results, a map of distribution of wave speeds
in 59 measurement points was plotted in Fig. 7a for
the cantilever no. 4 at ‘state 1’. The average value of
P-wave speed in cantilever no. 4 was 4352 m/s.
There are several points in which wave speeds are
significantly smaller than average value. Points in
which wave speed was smaller than 90% of average
values were indicated as damaged areas (points 5, 7,
11, 12, 22, 23, 36, 37, 54). They are marked in Fig. 5
and they cover with localization of cracks observed
at ‘state 0’ (c.f. Fig. 3).
In order to improve reliability and safety of the
bridge, the injection of the epoxy resin was
preformed. Both cantilevers were injected with
about 5 liters of epoxy resin, and then ultrasonic
testing was repeated. After injection the values of
wave speeds considerably increased and the
distribution of wave speeds became regular
(Fig. 7b). In the cantilever no. 4 wave speeds hold in
the range of 88% to 110% of the average values.

a)

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE ON CONCRETE
FLOOR SLAB
4.1. Research object and motivation
The object of the research was the concrete floor
stab (Fig. 8). Due to disturbances in concrete
delivery during the slab casting, the homogeneity of
the concrete became in question. The nondestructive test was performed with the use of the
impact-echo method to determine presence of
discontinuities.

b)

4.2. Field tests and results
The geometry of the slab is shown in Fig. 8a.
The number of measurement points was 105. They
were distributed along the line of potential
discontinuity, depicted as thick solid line in Fig. 8a.
The hardware equipment was the same, as in the
case of bridge measurements (c.f. Section 3.2). In
this experiment, one-side measurement was
performed, i.e. both mechanical impact and
acceleration measurements were realized on the
upper side of the slab only. The slab height, varied
from 17 to 19 cm, was calculated in the
measurement points based in known slab slopes.
Data analysis was carried out in frequency
domain by interpretation of spectra obtained from
time domain signals. Fig. 9 shows example of signal
registered in point no. 98. In the frequency domain,
one distinct peak dominates of frequency 9.77 kHz,
what is equivalent of the thickness frequency f h . By
knowing frequency and the slab height P-wave
speed can be determined from Eq. (1). Distribution
of wave speeds were relatively regular with all
measured point and the average value was 4100 m/s.

Fig. 8. Concrete floor slab: a) geometry and
measurement points; b) the photo

Fig. 9. Acceleration signals measured in point 98:
a) in time domain; b) in frequency domain
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Fig. 10. Spectrums of signals measured at selected points: a) point 30; b) point 31; c) point 32; d) point 33;
e) point 34; f) point 35
Spectral responses in majority points were
similar to the spectrum shown in Fig. 9b. However,
in points no. 30 to 35 additional peak appeared in the
signal transformed to the frequency domain. Fig. 10
shows spectra for points 30 to 35. For all these
points, additional peaks appeared of frequency
17.0898 kHz to 22.2779 kHz. The presence of
higher frequencies indicates reflection of wave from
internal defect at depth about 10 cm (from 8.96 cm
to 11.84 cm). Points 30 to 35 were situated in the
neighbourhood of the line of potential discontinuity.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the impact-echo method was
presented and applied in full scale tests on concrete

bridge and floor slab structures. The method uses the
phenomenon of propagating waves induced by a
mechanical impact and spectral analysis of the
recorded acceleration signals.
In this study, the impact-echo method was used
in two different tests. In the first one, the
measurements were made on both sides on the
concrete cantilever element, and damage detection
procedure was based on the analysis of P-wave
speeds. This approach enabled identification of
damage in the form of large internal flaws, in which
substantial amount of epoxy resin was injected. The
repeated ultrasonic tests on the injected structure
revealed effectiveness of the applied repair method
as well as the performance of the non-destructive
testing.
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In the second test, one-side measurements were
conducted and for damage assessment of the slab
floor structure. The data analysis was carried out in
frequency domain by interpretation of spectra
obtained from time domain signals. In the analyzed
slab floor the defects were detected as additional
peaks in spectral responses.
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Streszczenie
W pracy zaprezentowano algorytmiczną, innowacyjną metodĊ TRIZ (Teoria Rozwiązywania
Innowacyjnych ZadaĔ) jako nowe moĪliwe podejĞcie do diagnostyki. W diagnostyce nowych
obiektów tradycyjne rozpoczynamy od analizy i syntezy przestrzeni uszkodzeĔ obiektu i moĪliwej
przestrzeni obserwacji. Wydaje siĊ, Īe metodologia TRIZ moĪe byü droga do szybkich
i skutecznych metod rozwiązywania záoĪonych problemów diagnostycznych. Generalnie metoda
ta stosowana jest w celu unikniĊcia dáugiego procesu metody prób i báĊdów, jak równieĪ
ograniczenia iloĞci prób do minimum. TRIZ jest holistycznym podejĞciem do problemu. Prowadzi
do rozwiązaĔ skutecznych i tanich, dziĊki czemu oszczĊdza siĊ czas, pieniądze i ogranicza ryzyko.
PodejĞcie to moĪe byü wykorzystane do okreĞlenia w sposób przeciwny niĪ w przypadku
tradycyjnych metod. Obecny obszar zastosowaĔ metody rozciąga siĊ od zagadnieĔ typowo
inĪynierskich kaĪdej dziedziny techniki aĪ do inĪynierii oprogramowania, finansowej i ksztaácenia
wszystkich szczebli. Na początku definiowane jest rozwiązanie idealne, które jest wyjĞciem do
dalszych rozwaĪaĔ. A potem jest czas na caáy bagaĪ algorytmicznych narzĊdzi metody; 40 zasad,
76 innowacyjnych rozwiązaĔ i 39 typowych inĪynierskich parametrów opisu problemu, áącznie
z macierzą sprzecznoĞci (contradiction matrix).
Sáowa kluczowe: diagnostyka, innowacje, TRIZ.
POSSIBILITY OF APPLICATION OF TRIZ METHODS IN MACHINE CONDITION MONITORING
Summary
The paper was presented algorithmic intensive method TRIZ (Theory of Innovative Solution
Task) as a possible new approach to diagnosis. In diagnosis of new plants, the traditional start
from the analysis and synthesis of space and the possible damage to the object space observation.
It seems that the TRIZ methodology can be the path to rapid and effective methods for solving
complex diagnostic problems. Generally, this method is used to avoid the long process of trial and
error, as well as reduce the amount of testing to a minimum. TRIZ is a holistic approach to the
problem. It leads to effective and affordable solutions so that saves time, money and reduces risk.
This approach can be used to identify the potential causes of damage in the opposite way than
traditional methods. At the beginning of the ideal solution is defined, which is the output for
further deliberations. And then it is time for all baggage algorithmic tools, 40 rules, 76 and 39
innovative solutions to engineering problems, including a matrix of contradictions.
Keywords: diagnostics, innovations, TRIZ.
1. WSTĉP
Istnieje
powszechne
przekonanie,
Īe
kreatywnym trzeba siĊ po prostu urodziü, jest to,
bowiem cecha charakteru, fantazji i temperamentu.
JednakĪe wspóáczesny stan wiedzy i techniki
nauczania stawiają sprawĊ inaczej, kreatywnoĞci
moĪna siĊ nauczyü, co najwyĪej niektórzy mają do
tego lepsze predyspozycje [11]. Ponad 70 lat
intensywnego
rozwoju
inwentyki,
nauki
o poszukiwaniu twórczych rozwiązaĔ, w Polsce
niestety
maáo
znanej,
doprowadziáy
do
wypracowania metod dziaáania, w ogromnym
stopniu podnoszących efektywnoĞü pracy twórczej
i koncepcyjnej,
pozwalającej
wprowadziü
innowacyjne rozwiązania lub nawet wynalazki

jednoczeĞnie do róĪnych dziedzin techniki.
PrzeciĊtny inĪynier stając przed problemem,
najczĊĞciej wpada w puáapkĊ metody prób
i báĊdów. Zadaje sobie pytanie: moĪe by tak?
A moĪe nie tak, tylko tak? itd. itp. Jest to niestety
metoda najpowszechniej stosowana, wykorzystywana i nieefektywna. Inwentyka rozumiana jako
metodyka poszukiwania twórczych rozwiązaĔ
rozpatruje
wielopáaszczyznowo
potencjalne
podejĞcie do pozyskania najefektywniejszych metod.
Przykáadem moĪe byü wprowadzanie umysáu w tzw.
stan Į, w którym sprawnoĞü twórcza jest najwyĪsza.
Czáowiek Zachodu z dominującą lewą póákulą
mózgowa
ma
skáonnoĞü
do
metod
uporządkowanych, zmatematyzowanych, gdzie
w sposób ustalony dąĪy do ustalonego celu. Tak
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dziaáają niektóre z metod analityczno-logicznych
inwentyki, przykáadowo: skrzynka morfologiczna,
metoda delficka czy mapy myĞli (patrz np. [12]).
Dlaczego zapoznanie siĊ z metodami uczącymi
innowacyjnymi jest potrzebne? OtóĪ pozwalają
zdobyü umiejĊtnoĞü twórczego, innowacyjnego
rozwiązywania
problemów
technicznych
i menedĪerskich. Zmieniają masz sposób myĞlenia
i patrzenia na Ğwiat, poszerzają horyzonty myĞlowe.
ĩyjąc w dobie globalizacji gospodarki Ğwiatowej
innowacyjne myĞlenie jest poĪądane w kaĪdej
dziedzinie, dlatego wáaĞnie warto zainteresowaü siĊ
metodą TRIZ. Patrząc na obecny szeroki obszar
zastosowaĔ TRIZ (patrz dodatek) nie zauwaĪamy
tam ani diagnostyki ani wibroakustyki maszyn,
wydaje siĊ wiĊc Īe czas juĪ wypeániü tą lukĊ
uzyskując nowe narzĊdzie i nowe spojrzenie na
problematykĊ badaĔ i zastosowaĔ w tych
dziedzinach.
2. TRIZ JAKO METODA INNOWACYJNYCH
ROZWIĄZAē
TRIZ,
czyli
Teoria
Rozwiązywania
Innowacyjnych ZagadnieĔ (w oryg. Ɍɟɨɪuɹ
Pɟɲɟɧɢɹ ɂɡɨɛɪɟɬɚɬɟɥɶɫɤɢɯ Ɂɚɞɚɱ) - 40-stoletnie
dzieáo Īycia i pracy Henryka Sauliowicza
Altszuller’a. Altszuller (pisownia spolszczona,
w angielskim i niemieckim uĪywa siĊ pisowni
Altshuller) w pewnym okresie Īycia byá
pracownikiem
inspekcji
ds.
wynalazczoĞci
w dowództwie floty kaspijskiej. Praca jego polegaáa
na przyjmowaniu i weryfikowaniu wniosków
wynalazczych przed skierowaniem ich do Biura
Patentowego. Mając w na swym koncie patenty
i analizując tysiące opisów patentowych – Altszuller
wpadá na pomysá, by sformuáowaü ogólne prawa
tworzenia wynalazków (patrz rys. 1). Po wielu
latach pracy, odbyciu 4 letniej kary áagru
i sformuáowaniu
zespoáu
przedstawiá
zrĊby
algorytmicznej metody poszukiwania innowacji
[13], póĨniej nazwanej TRIZ, którą moĪna
zdefiniowaü jako: zespóá metod i narzĊdzi
algorytmicznego
pokonywania
trudnoĞci
w kreowaniu zagadnieĔ wynalazczych.

Pierwszym spostrzeĪeniem byá fakt istnienia
logiki w rozwoju systemów technicznych. Altszuller
wyprowadziá z tego wniosek, Īe skoro systemy
techniczne rozwijają siĊ wedáug okreĞlonych zasad,
to znając te zasady, moĪna przewidywaü ich dalszy
rozwój i wykorzystaü do rozwiązywania nowych
problemów. Jednym z gáównych ustaleĔ Altszullera
byáo spostrzeĪenie, Īe wynalazek niemal zawsze
polega
na
usuniĊciu
sprzecznoĞci
(administratywnych,
fizycznych,
technicznych)
tkwiących w problemie, pojawiającej siĊ na drodze
do ulepszenia jakiegokolwiek produktu, technologii
czy metody zarządzania. Byá to ogromny materiaá
prowokujący do analizy
i próby znalezienia
odpowiedzi na pytania:
x jak powstaje wynalazek?
x jakie są prawa rozwoju systemów
technicznych?
x czy moĪna siĊ nauczyü wynalazczoĞci?
i
zaleĪnoĞci
Caáoksztaát
spostrzeĪeĔ
doprowadziáy Altszullera do opracowania metody
TRIZ. W wielkim skrócie istota metody polega na
zdefiniowaniu IWK (idealny wynik koĔcowy)
i rozwiązywaniu
sprzecznoĞci
fizycznych,
technicznych i organizacyjnych, które znajdujemy
w kaĪdym
problemie
wynalazczym,
czy
organizacyjnym. Pomagają w tym 40 zasad
usuwania sprzecznoĞci, 76 sposobów optymalizacji
rozwiązania, a takĪe 7 zasobów transformacji do
IWK. Metoda znalazáa szerokie zastosowania takĪe
w rozwiązywaniu szeroko rozumianych problemów
inĪynierskich, naukowych i organizacyjnych. TRIZ
jest poáączeniem metod o charakterze intuicyjnym
oraz algorytmicznych wywodzących siĊ z badaĔ
operacyjnych. Jest nie tylko metodą i narzĊdziem,
ale takĪe filozofią (rys.2). Caáą teoria zaczĊáa siĊ
rozwijaü od roku 1946, przez wszystkie kolejne lata
jest w ciągáym udoskonalaniu i przystosowywana do
najróĪniejszych dziedzin naukowych i spoáecznych.
Na szczególną uwagĊ zasáuguje przykáadowo
Japonia, która organizuje juĪ 6-tą konferencjĊ na ten
temat.
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Rys. 1. Droga pozyskania wiedzy Altszullera [1]

Rys. 2. Zakres metodologii TRIZ [1]

Oprócz typowo technicznych zastosowaĔ, TRIZ
trafiá do innych dziedzin. Staáo siĊ tak za sprawą
drobiazgowej analizy i dokáadnego trzymania siĊ
zaleceĔ algorytmu. Stąd powstaáy odmiany: TRIZMenedĪer, TRIZ-Science w zastosowaniach
naukowych: w fizyce, chemii, biologii itd., a takĪe
TRIZ-Pedagogika [9] zajmujący siĊ ksztaátowaniem
analitycznego sposobu myĞlenia dzieci i máodzieĪy

na wszystkich poziomach ksztaácenia, począwszy
od przedszkoli. Pojawia siĊ równieĪ TRIZ-Design
do zadaĔ ksztaátowania form przemysáowych,
wzornictwa uĪytkowego.
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3. GàÓWNE POSTULATY TRIZ
NajwaĪniejsze
elementy
algorytmicznej
i zbieĪnej metody TRIZ to:
Zdefiniowanie idealnego wyniku koĔcowego
(IWK), niezaleĪnego od sposobu realizacji.
Formuáowany za pomocą specjalnej metodyki
pozwalającej zbudowaü model rozwiązania
wolny od wpáywu tzw. wektora inercji.
Rozwiązania naleĪy szukaü w zupeánie innym
kierunku niĪ wąskie zagadnienia problemu (patrz
rys. 2).
Zdefiniowanie piĊciu poziomów záoĪonoĞci
rozwiązaĔ innowacyjnych, od zwykáych
ulepszeĔ (45%) aĪ po odkrycia naukowe (1%).
Sformuáowanie praw innowacyjnoĞci, np.
ewolucja innowacji zgodna z krzywą logistyczną
(S) stwarza moĪliwoĞü oceny potencji i prognozy
rozwoju (lub braku) danej innowacji [8].
Zasady (chwyty) wynalazcze - Altszuller
doszedá do wniosku po swojej dáugoletniej pracy,
Īe niemal wszystkie wynalazki powstaáy metodą
usuwania sprzecznoĞci technicznych przy
pomocy tylko ok. 40 zasad elementarnych
(chwytów) wynalazczych. Tabela tych chwytów
i metoda ich wykorzystywania to ARIZ-85.
Standardowe
rozwiązywania
macierzy
sprzecznoĞci w liczbie 76 standardów daje
innowatorowi silne narzĊdzia twórczego
rozwiązania praktycznych produkcyjnych zadaĔ.
SáuĪą do usuwania technicznych i fizycznych
sprzecznoĞci.
Analiza substancja-pole z angielskiego Su-Field
lub spolszczone wepole, dające moĪliwoĞü
ostatecznego rozwiązania wektora inercji.
AnalizĊ wepolową rozwiązuje siĊ za pomocą
specjalnych reguá uĪywając symboli i znaków.

a)

Pozwalają one zapisaü to, co jest dane (tj. model
zadania) i to, co otrzymano w rezultacie
rozwiązania problemu.
Zdefiniowanie zasobów (substancja, pole,
przestrzeĔ, czas, funkcja, maáe ludziki), uĪycie
których pozwala zbliĪyü siĊ do zdefiniowanego
rozwiązania idealnego.
Teoria rozwoju osobowoĞci twórczej – TROT,
program
prowadzący
do
rozbudzenia
potencjalnych moĪliwoĞci umysáu czáowieka
w celu rozwoju twórczoĞci, kreatywnoĞci [5].
Ostateczna
wersja
zalecanego
sposobu
postĊpowania
to
ARIZ-85
–
Algorytm
Rozwiązywania Innowacyjnych ZadaĔ. Zgodnie
z definicją ARIZ-85 to bezpoĞrednie narzĊdzie
prowadzące do celu, bez moĪliwoĞci zbaczania na
niepotrzebną ĞcieĪkĊ metody prób i báĊdów.
Innowacyjne rozwiązanie ma wykazywaü
wyĪszy stopieĔ idealnoĞci, niĪ rozwiązanie aktualne;
stopieĔ idealnoĞci okreĞlony jest formuáą [6]:
I (ideaá)= Ȉ KorzyĞci/(Ȉ Kosztów+ Ȉ Strat) (1).
Natomiast metoda TRIZ redukuje znacznie
stopieĔ trudnoĞci D (Difficulty) zdefiniowany jako
iloraz liczby moĪliwych wariantów (V), do liczby
kroków, które wiodą do wáaĞciwego rozwiązania
(S).
D = V/S

(2).

Przy metodzie prób i báĊdów liczba wariantów
niezbĊdnych do przeanalizowania V roĞnie
niewspóámiernie, a teoretyczne najmniejszy stopieĔ
trudnoĞci to D=1, z ta sama liczba wariantów
i kroków, (najlepiej 1).

b)

Rys. 3a, 3b. Ilustracja dziaáania wektora inercji –jako rozbieĪne poszukiwanie nowego rozwiązania
w znanych obszarach techniki i efekt ograniczeĔ psychologicznych i poznawczych innowatora [3][4]
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4. KORZYĝCI Z TRIZ
Podstawowe korzyĞci z zastosowania TRIZ to
przede wszystkim:
rozwiązywanie powtarzalnych problemów
w oparciu o algorytm;
redukcja báĊdnych rozwiązaĔ (oszczĊdnoĞü
czasu, pieniĊdzy, minimalizacja ryzyka);
wiĊcej innowacyjnych rozwiązaĔ;
pozwala znaleĨü najlepsze rozwiązanie.
Podstawą metody TRIZ jest zastosowanie
algorytmu. DziĊki niemu badania, czy analizy
nie są rozbieĪne, chaotyczne tak jak np. w burzy
mózgów, ale nabierają uporządkowanego
charakteru prowadzącego bezpoĞrednio do
ustalonego celu (IWK). Ustalone dziaáanie
prowadzi znalezienia wiĊkszej iloĞci innowacji
oraz do zmniejszenia iloĞci báĊdnych rozwiązaĔ,
a to z kolei oszczĊdza czas i pieniądze.
Firmy stosujące TRIZ to m.in. BMW,
Boeing, LG, NASA, Hitachi, Intel, jak widaü są
to przodujące firmy sfery kosmicznej
i gospodarczej [4 s28]. Warto dodaü, Īe
omawiana metoda jest nie tylko wykorzystywana
w firmach, ale w róĪnych dziedzinach inĪynierii
m.in. w sáuĪbie zdrowia, architekturze,
projektowaniu ekologicznym i wielu innych[10].
Dla potwierdzenia wartoĞci opisanej metody
zostaá przeprowadzony test wĞród dwóch grup
(doĞwiadczonych inĪynierów). Zostaá im

przedstawiony ten sam problem, ale jedna grupa
rozwiązywaáa go za pomocą TRIZ. PoniĪszy
wykres przestawia wyniki tego eksperymentu.
Nie ma wątpliwoĞci, Īe TRIZ nie przypadkowo
pomógá rozwiązaü zagadnienie inĪynierskie.
5. TRIZ W PRAKTYCE
Altszuller zaáoĪyá tezĊ, Īe konstruowanie
urządzeĔ zmierza do okreĞlonego ideaáu, wedáug
pewnej linii rozwoju. Wizja idealnej maszyny w
początkowej fazie wynalazczoĞci tworzy wáaĞciwy
kierunek poszukiwaĔ, zawĊĪa kąt poszukiwaĔ oraz
wyklucza rozwiązania chaotyczne i przypadkowe.
Planowe poszukiwanie ukierunkowuje proces
myĞlenia i czyni go bardziej efektywnym,
powodując
zwiĊkszenie
prawdopodobieĔstwa
znalezienia rozwiązania, którego efektem bĊdzie
wynalazek. Idealny obieg techniczny nazywany jest
w tej teorii Idealnym Wynikiem KoĔcowym
(IWK) [3 s37], lub IFR z angielskiego. Jego
najwaĪniejsze zadania to:
x wskazywaü kierunek poszukiwaĔ,
x eliminowaü niedostatki rozwiązania aktualnego,
x zachowywaü zalety rozwiązania aktualnego,
x nie powiĊkszaü komplikacji w porównaniu z
rozwiązaniem aktualnym,
x nie wprowadzaü nowych wad.

Rys. 4. EfektywnoĞü szkolenia w TRIZ [1]

x
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PodejĞcie takie poszerza horyzonty myĞlowe,
poniewaĪ pobudza wyobraĨniĊ, a nie tylko
przetwarza zdobytą wiedzĊ. W celu sprecyzowania
reguá formuáowania IWK naleĪy kierowaü siĊ
nastĊpującymi reguáami:
Reguáa 1. Nie wolno zawczasu myĞleü o tym, czy
moĪliwe lub niemoĪliwe jest uzyskanie wyniku
idealnego.
Reguáa 2. Nie wolno zawczasu myĞleü o tym, jaką
drogą moĪna osiągnąü wynik idealny.
Reguáa 3. Sformuáowanie IWK nie powinno byü
wyraĪone jĊzykiem fachowym; naleĪy uĪyü sáów
potocznych, prostych, ogólnie znanych.
Reguáa 4. IWK naleĪy formuáowaü posáugując siĊ
minimalną, konieczną iloĞcią sáów [7 s26].
Po zastanowieniu siĊ moĪna sformuáowaü IWK dla
potrzeb diagnostyki maszyn; maszyna mówi sama
kiedy i co naleĪy wymieniü. A bĊdzie to moĪliwe
jeĞli subsystem diagnostyczny bĊdzie zintegrowany
z maszyną i bĊdzie miaá odpowiednie
oprogramowanie.
Wszystkie zadania wynalazcze Altszuller
poklasyfikowaá na 5 poziomów innowacyjnoĞci:
1. Poziom: Obiekt znany, oczywisty, wykorzystuje
konwencjonalne
rozwiązanie
(trywialne,
niewynalazcze).
2. Poziom: Obiekt znany, nieznacznie poprawiony
(zwykáa inwencja).
3. Poziom: Znany obiekt zostaje zmieniony
w Ğrodku paradygmatu.
4. Poziom: Znany obiekt zostaje zmieniony na
zewnątrz paradygmatu.
5. Poziom: Odkrycie, powstaje nowa gaáąĨ nauki
[1].
Kolejnym etapem TRIZ jest dojĞcie do tzw.
sprzecznoĞci technologicznej [2]. WczeĞniejszy tok
rozumowania, analizowania i abstrahowanie od
konkretnych warunków powinny doprowadziü do
znalezienia sprzecznoĞci, która jest wáaĞciwym
sformuáowaniem
problemu.
Znalezienie
sprzecznoĞci pozwala zastosowaü kolejne narzĊdzia
TRIZ, przy pomocy, których opracowuje siĊ
propozycje rozwiązaĔ. Obiekty techniczne moĪna
charakteryzowaü przy pomocy kilku podstawowych
wzajemnie zaleĪnych od siebie parametrów, które
okreĞlają stopieĔ ich doskonaáoĞci: wielkoĞü, moc,
niezawodnoĞü i inne.
Zmiana na korzyĞü jednego z parametrów
czĊsto moĪe prowadziü do pogorszenia drugiego, np.
zwiĊkszenie mocy i zmniejszenie gabarytów.
Udoskonalenie pewnych wáaĞciwoĞci obiektu

wchodzi w konflikt z inną jej wáaĞciwoĞcią.
W trakcie konstruowania naleĪy poszukiwaü
optymalnego poáączenia tych cech. TwórczoĞü
wynalazcza
wymaga
znalezienia
takiego
rozwiązania, w którym zyski są maksymalne,
a straty parametrów minimalne. Z tej perspektywy,
wynalazek moĪna okreĞliü jako: wyeliminowanie
sprzecznoĞci technicznej. Po znalezieniu w zadaniu
sprzecznoĞci, stosujemy instrument wynalazcy tzw.
40 zasad rozwiązywania problemów technicznych
zwanych przez Altshullera zasadami lub chwytami.
Zasady te, wykorzystywane w ARIZ (Algorytm
Rozwiązywania Innowacyjnych ZadaĔ), to operatory
przeksztaácania wyjĞciowego systemu technicznego
lub procesu technologicznego [2]. Poszczególne
zasady dzielą siĊ na powiązane instrukcje, w którym
kaĪda nastĊpna rozwija poprzednią.
Wykaz typowych zasad (chwytów) usuwania
sprzecznoĞci technicznych:
1. Segmentacja; 2. Wydzielenie; 3. Lokalna jakoĞü;
4. Asymetria; 5. àączenie; 6. UniwersalnoĞü;
7. "Matrioszka"; 8. PrzeciwciĊĪar; 9. Przeciwdziaáanie
zapobiegawcze;
10. Zapobieganie;
11. WczeĞniejsze
wytáumienie;
12. EkwipotencjalnoĞü; 13. Wykonanie w "na odwrót";
14. SferoidalnoĞü; 15. Dynamika; 16. CzĊĞciowe lub
nadmierne
dziaáanie;
17.
Inny
wymiar;
18. Wibracje/drgania; 19. Dziaáanie impulsowe; 20.
CiągáoĞü; 21. Przeskok; 22. Straty na korzyĞci;
23. SprzĊĪenie
zwrotne;
24.PoĞrednik;
25. Samoobsáuga; 26. Kopiowanie; 27. Tania
nietrwaáoĞü;
28. Zastąpienie
mechaniki;
29. Pneumatyka i Hydraulika; 30. Elastyczne
powáoki i báony; 31. Materiaáy porowate;
32. Zmiana
kolorów;
33. HomogenicznoĞü;
34. Odrzucenie i regeneracja; 35. Zmiana
parametrów; 36. Fazy przejĞciowe; 37. Rozszerzanie
cieplne; 38. Utleniacze; 39. Neutralne Ğrodowisko;
40. Materiaáy kompozytowe[2].
PoniĪej przedstawiono zestawienie parametrów
systemu, inaczej problemów inĪynierskich, które
przy dalszym ich rozwoju na tej samej drodze
ulegną pogorszeniu/ polepszeniu i stanowią
podstawĊ do budowy macierzy sprzecznoĞci. Do
pewnych celów moĪna zdefiniowaü dalsze problemy
jak np.: 40. Strata zakáóceĔ natury (elektro,
magneto, mechano, akusto), gdzie np. moĪna
rozpatrywaü innowacyjne zagadnienia drgaĔ
i haáasu.
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Tab. 1. Wykaz parametrów technicznych opisu problemu [3], jako podstawa macierzy sprzecznoĞci

W Algorytmie Rozwiązywania Problemów
Wynalazczych (ARIZ) wykorzystuje siĊ drogĊ
abstrahowania rozwiązywanego problemu do
pewnego problemu uogólnionego (znanego z badaĔ
patentowych), a nastĊpnie eliminacjĊ sprzecznoĞci
na podstawie matryc analogii. (rys. 3). Tysiące
rozwiązanych zagadnie pokazują, Īe ARIZ jest
elastycznym algorytmem do opracowywania zadania
wynalazczego lub innowacyjnego.

diagnostyce maszyn wg. TRIZ to maszyna nam
„powie” kiedy naleĪy zuĪyte elementy naprawiü lub
wymieniü. MoĪliwoĞü rozwiązywania problemów w
oparciu o staáy algorytm umoĪliwia báyskawiczne
rozwiązywanie powtarzalnych problemów, a jej
uniwersalnoĞü i poáączenie wiedzy z róĪnych
dziedzin gwarantuje jej skutecznoĞü, co w
konsekwencji prognozuje w niedalekiej przyszáoĞci
szersze
jej
zastosowanie.
Caáoksztaát
interdyscyplinarnego podejĞcia daje wyĪszoĞü na
innymi metodami.
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DODATEK
D1. Dziedzinowe warianty zastosowania
metodologii TRIZ1
(idealny wynik koĔcowy, macierz sprzecznoĞci, 40
zasad wynalazczych, 7 zasad ewolucji systemów,…)
1. Technical Examples: The TRIZ Journal2, July
1997
2. Business Examples: The TRIZ Journal,
September 1999
3. Social Examples: The TRIZ Journal, June 2001
4. Architecture Examples: The TRIZ Journal, July
2001
5. Food Technology Examples: The TRIZ Journal,
October 2001
6. Software Development Examples: The TRIZ
Journal, September and November 2001
7. Microelectronics Examples: The TRIZ Journal,
August 2002
8. Quality Management Examples: The TRIZ
Journal, March 2003
9. Public Health (fighting SARS): The TRIZ
Journal, June 2003
10. Applying the TRIZ Methodology to Machine
Maintenance, TRIZ Journal, August 2003.
11. Chemistry Examples: The TRIZ Journal, July
2003
12. Ecological Design Examples: The TRIZ Journal,
August 2003
13. Service Examples: The TRIZ Journal, December
2003
14. Education, The TRIZ Journal, April 2004
15. Finance, The TRIZ Journal, October 2004
16. TRIZ for Software Engineers, Mann D. L., IFR
Press October 2004
17. Marketing, Sales and Advertising, The TRIZ
Journal, April 2005

1
2

Spisane w czerwcu 2010
http://triz-journal.com

18. Examples for Chemical Engineering, The TRIZ
Journal, June 2005
19. Examples in Construction Engineering. The
TRIZ Journal, March 2005
20. Examples
in
Customer
Satisfaction
enhancement, The TRIZ Journal, January 2007
21. Examples in Latin Phrases, The TRIZ Journal,
January 2008
22. Business Process Reengineering, The TRIZ
Journal, October 2009
23. Examples in Aviation Safety, The TRIZ Journal
November 2009
24. Human Factors & Ergonomics, The TRIZ
Journal February 2010
25. Condition Monitoring of Machines, no reference.
26. Noise Control and Vibroacoustic of Machines,
no reference.
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D2. Struktura teorii rozwiązywania innowacyjnych zadaĔ
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Korbicz J.,
KoĞcielny J. M. (Red.)
Modeling, Diagnostics
and Process Control:
Implementation in the
DiaSter System

Korbicz J.,
KoĞcielny J. M. (Red.)
Modelowanie, diagnostyka
i sterowanie nadrzĊdne
procesami Implementacja
w systemie DiaSter

Wyd. Springer

WNT Warszawa

Modern control systems are complex in the
sense of implementing numerous functions, such as
process variable processing, digital control, process
monitoring and alarm indication, graphic
visualization of process running, or data exchange
with other systems or databases.
This book conveys a description of the
developed DiaSter system as well as characteristics
of advanced original methods of modeling,
knowledge discovery, simulator construction,
process diagnosis, as well as predictive and
supervision control applied in the system. The
system allows early recognition of abnormal states
of industrial processes along with faults or
malfunctions of actuators as well as technological
and measuring units. The universality of solutions
implemented in DiaSter facilitates its broad
application, for example, in the power, chemical,
pharmaceutical, metallurgical and food industries.
The system is a world-scale unique solution, and
due to its open architecture it can be connected
practically with any other control systems.
The monograph presents theoretical and
practical results of research into fault diagnosis and
control conducted over many years within the
cooperation of Polish research teams from the
Warsaw University of Technology, the University
of Zielona Góra, the Silesian University of
Technology in Gliwice, and the Technical
University of Rzeszów.
The book will be of great interest to researchers
and advanced students in automatic control,
technical diagnostics and computer engineering,
and to engineers tasked with the development of
advanced control systems of complex industrial
processes.

W ksiąĪce przedstawiono zaawansowane metody
i algorytmy modelowania procesów dynamicznych,
odkrywania wiedzy w bazach danych, budowy
symulatorów, diagnostyki procesów i systemów oraz
nadrzĊdnego sterowania, samostrojenia i adaptacji
nastaw pĊtli regulacyjnych.
Opisane
metody
zostaáy
zaimpletowane
w oryginalnym w skali Ğwiatowej systemie
automatyki i diagnostyki- DiaSter. UniwersalnoĞü
przyjĊtych rozwiązaĔ w systemie daje moĪliwoĞü
jego szerokiego zastosowania miĊdzy innymi
w
przemyĞle
energetycznym,
chemicznym,
farmaceutycznym czy spoĪywczym. Ze wzglĊdu na
otwartą architekturĊ moĪliwe jest poáączenie systemy
DiaSter praktycznie z dowolnymi systemami
automatyki.
KsiąĪka skierowana jest do studentów
i doktorantów uczelni technicznych, zespoáów
badawczych
zajmujących
siĊ
kompleksową
automatyzacją záoĪonych procesów przemysáowych.
Ze wzglĊdu na interdyscyplinarny charakter tematyki
moĪe zainteresowaü i zainspirowaü zarówno
automatyków i informatyków, jak i projektantów
technologii przemysáowych i specjalistów z zakresu
inĪynierii produkcji.

Obszar zainteresowania czasopisma to:
 ogólna teoria diagnostyki technicznej
 eksperymentalne
badania
diagnostyczne
procesów i obiektów technicznych;
 modele analityczne, symptomowe, symulacyjne
obiektów technicznych;
 algorytmy, metody i urządzenia diagnozowania,
prognozowania i genezowania stanów obiektów
technicznych;
 metody detekcji, lokalizacji i identyfikacji
uszkodzeĔ obiektów technicznych;
 sztuczna inteligencja w diagnostyce: sieci
neuronowe, systemy rozmyte, algorytmy
genetyczne, systemy ekspertowe;
 diagnostyka
energetyczna
systemów
technicznych;
 diagnostyka
systemów
mechatronicznych
i antropotechnicznych;
 diagnostyka procesów przemysáowych;
 diagnostyczne systemy utrzymania ruchu
maszyn;
 ekonomiczne aspekty zastosowania diagnostyki
technicznej;
 analiza i przetwarzanie sygnaáów.

Wszystkie opublikowane artykuáy uzyskaáy
pozytywne recenzje wykonane przez niezaleĪnych
recenzentów.

Topics discussed in the journal:
 General theory of the technical diagnostics,
 Experimental diagnostic research of processes,
objects and systems,
 Analytical, symptom and simulation models of
technical objects,
 Algorithms, methods and devices for
diagnosing, prognosis and genesis of condition
of technical objects,
 Methods for detection, localization and
identification of damages of technical objects,
 Artificial intelligence in diagnostics, neural nets,
fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms, expert
systems,
 Power energy diagnostics of technical systems,
 Diagnostics of mechatronic and antropotechnic
systems,
 Diagnostics of industrial processes,
 Diagnostic systems of machine maintenance,
 Economic aspects of technical diagnostics,
 Analysis and signal processing.

All the published papers were reviewed positively
by the independent reviewers.
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